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ABSTRACT

This publication has been prepared to provide guidance to

designers of ground station equipment on potential elec_rlcal inter-

ference and its control for satellite tacking networks such as smA_DAN

(space tracking and data acquisition network). Described herein are

mechanisms of generations of unwanted emissions from radio transmitters,

noise generation from electrical equipment no_ intended to radiate,

susceptibility mechanisms of radio receivers, and the possible routes

_hereby unwanted signals can enter a receiver. The principle is

described in each case, typical levels are specified where possible,

reduction techniques are described, and examples are given. In addition,

a brief account is given of the considerations in selecting low noise

sites, and_f current practice in interference measurement and instruments

properties.
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RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE (RFI) DFSIGN GUIDE

FOR AEROSPACE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS

i. 0 INTRODUCTION

i.i P-dRPOSE AiCD SCOPE

This .handbook is intended to be ,1_a _ _ g,,_a_ to electro-

magnetic interference minimization in the design Of aerospace communication

_,_4 _ _ _ _ +I_ _,T<_+-{.-,._._l'l A_+_ _ Sp_ce,.,_, ...... t for _ ..... d _+-_+_ _u_h as ....

Administration's (NASA) space tracking and data acquisition (STADAN)

network. Specifically to be treated are the mechanisms of generation of

unwanted radio emissions which may affect station operations as well as

other communications services, the susceptibility mechanisms of sensitive

receivers, means for reducing intorference, standard methods of measurement,

and the problems of site selection. The sources of interference are viewed

as originating in communications transmitters aboard spacecraft and aircraft,

in ground transmitters within and outside the ground stations, and in

electrical sources on the ground not meant to radiate.

1.2 D_INITIONS OF TFJlM3

In this publication the terms "electromagnetic noise" and

,! °

electromagnetlc interference" are viewed as being cause and effect,

respectively (the specification 'electromagnetic' will generally be

omitted, except where the briefer usage is ambiguous). Noise is any

electromagnetic fluctuation, periodic or random, which may have a disturbing

influence on devices exposed to it. It may arise from natural or man-made

sources; the latter category includes deliberate radiators (transmitters),

and electrical devices which radiate unintentionally. The transmission

1



path may be nn_d_nt_re_ n_ +_ noise _y _ ............ +_ +_ ..................... _,,_ _,_,_ space.

The port through which it enters may be a normal signal input port, or

it may be admitted at a spurious port. Frequent reference will be made

to signal emissions in which the receiver is not interested. To avoid the

derogatory implication of the term 'noise,' we shall in this case make use

of the term 'unwanted signal' instead.

Interference, on the other hand, will be used in a qualitative

and/or quantitative sense to describe the deterioration in the normal

function of a device exposed to noise. It may take the form of a uniform

reduction of normal output, a fluctuation superimposed on the normal output,

etc. Common parlance frequently does not distinguish between noise and

interference; in fact, the latter is often used to identify the source of

the disturbance. This usage will be avoided here.

We shall make use of the notion of susceptibility. By this we

mean the degree of sensitivity of a device to exposure to a source of

noise. For instance, the level of input noise required to give a specified

degradation of the output quality of a receiver is a measure of suscepti-

bility. The susceptibility will vary with the input noise source, with the

path through which the noise enters the device, and with the device

characteristics.

Terms referring to specialized phenomena will be identified and

defined where pertinent in the text.

1.3 SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT RADIO NOISE SOURCES AND SUSCEPTIBILITY

MECHANIS_ AT ST_ STATIONS

Given below is a summary of the known sources and mechanisms of

noise intrusion which play a role in STADAN stations. The order in which

they are presented corresponds to their significance.

2



i. The presence of more than one satellite in the region of

sensitivity of the ground antenna. The primary mechanisminvolves two

satellites simultaneously in the main beamof a ground antenna and having

co-channel frequency assignments. Secondary mechanismsinvolve the

undesired satellite seen by the antenna sidelobes and/or the undesired

satellite being in an adjacent channel.

2. The presence of airborne transmitters above the horizon

of the ground station antm-mas. The primary mechanismhere is of an

adjacent channel nature. Becauseof the large powers, and the close

distances involved, aircraft interference mayvery well be significant

even if seen by the antenna sidelobes. The magnitudes will not ordinarily

be so high as to stimulate nonlinear effects at the ground receiver--except

whenthe aircraft is in the main beamof the ground antenna and flying

less than i0 miles from the antenna.

3- Self-interference from station transmitters. The large

magnitudes of power output from local transmitters, though not concentrated

at the frequency to which the ground receiver is tuned, may penetrate by

a nonlinear mechanism, or may circumvent the shield to enter the receiver

at points other than the antenna.

Possible nonlinear mechanismswhereby such signals find their

way into the receiver are (a) spurious responses, (b) intermodulation,

(c) cross-modulation, and (d) desensitization. Mechanismsinvolving inad-

vertent coupling through an indirect input are often of the following nature:

(a) conduction through power and control cables, (b) conduction and

induction in ground loops, and (c) field induced pickup through inadequate

shields around equipment and cables--the inadequacy resulting from under-

design or fro_L imperfections developed with use. It is also possible that

3



the noise source is the transmitter itself. That is, the transmitter may

generate unintentionally at the receiver tuned frequency. Mechanisms here

are Ca) sideband noise generation_ (b) sideband splatter, (c) generation

of harmonics of output signal, (d) escape of signals intended for internal

use, and (e) intermodulation and cross-modulation with an external signal.

4. Interference from electrical and electronic devices which

are part of the ground installation but which are not intended to act as

radiators. Conducted and/or radiated noise may arise from rotating

electrical machinery, power switches and relays, power control circuits

such as thyratrons and silicon controlled rectifiers, pulse devices such

as computers, and local ignition systems.

5. Interference from surrounding ground sources. Significant

sources here are (a) electrical noise generated by the many sources

operating simultaneously in nearby populated areas (urban noise);

(b) noise from automobile ignition systems, particularly if major highways

are nearby; (c) discharges from nearby high voltage power transmission

lines (corona noise); and (d) emission from ground transmitters for broad-

cast, commercial, or government use.

The nature of these phenomena has been a subject of study in

many laboratories for many years. Numerous publications can be found

which treat one or more of these topics. Where more detail is required

on interference mechanisms and reduction techniques references 1-3 are

recommended.



1.4 QUANTITATIVEE%fALUATIONOFNOISELEVELSANDEFFECT

Since quantitative prediction of noise emission and susceptibility

levels depends heavily on subtle details of the electronic devices and

circuits used, emphasis is placed here on the principle involved. The

view is taken that, in design, awareness of the mechanismand its possible

cures are essential. Measurementshould be relied upon to give a quantita-

tive assessment of the efficacy of the design.

It will not, ordinarily, be enough to know the mechanismof entry

and the level of unwanted signal admitted in the passband. The degree to

which the unwanted signal influences the output is the real question. It

will be recognized that the interference effect depends on (1) the output

measure of quality itself, (2) the nature of the receiving system, (3) the

nature of the desired signal, (4) the nature of the undesired signal, and

(5) the admission mechanism. The alternatives are too numerousfor

detailed individual treatment. Furthermore, the dependenceof the effect

on its causes is in manycases too complicated for quick estimation. It

will be possible, however, to specify some level of acceptability after

admission which will virtually guarantee satisfactory operation for most

cases. Typically, a desired signal level of 20 db relative to the undesired

one will be satisfactory in most non-critical cases.

2.0 GEHERATIONOFUNWANTED0UT_UTIN TRANSMITTERS

An actual transmitter will radiate a certain amount of unwanted

energy outside of its assigned frequency band. In someinstances, this is

a result of the nature of the modulation process. _chanisms of spurious

generation are, however of equal or even greater importance. The most

significant cause of spurious transmitter output is undesired nonlinearity.
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The two most serious offenders are: (i) the transmitter modulator, and

(2) the final amplifier. The former, which must be a time-varying device,

is usually a nonlinear element with a specific required response law.

Deviations from this law are the cause of spectrum broadening or "sideband

splatter." The final amplifier is required to be a linear device over a

wide input range. Deviations here from linearity give rise to transmitter

harmonics.

Less common sources of unwanted outputs may be found at inter-

mediate points in a transmitter system. The audio or video signal prior

to modulation may find a spurious path out of the transmitter. In systems

wherein a low frequency sinusoid is initially generated and then frequency-

multiplied to the required output frequency, the subharmonics may find a

spurious path out of the transmitter. There is also the possibility of

parasitic oscillators at various points. These are not common in low-

frequency transmitters competently designed, but are common in micrawave

transmitters. Another mildly troublesome source is oscillator noise. The

effect of such noise is _-:-:_-_iL__-_v_-"_A_-___ __--_^-, _'_ _-_ _,_...._ is

generally quite low.

There are times when the transmitter is not, by itself, responsible

for the spurious output. The output of nearby transmitters may enter

the transmitter, usually through the antenna, and mix with the desired

signal to form an unwanted output component. Again, here the mechanism

depends on nonlinearity--in the final amplifier, in the transmission system

between the final amplifier and the antenna, or in the antenna itself.

The nature of the effect is either (1) cross-modulation, where the infor-



marion sidebands of the undesired signal turn up on the desired signal,

or (2) intermodulatlon which is the fo_nlng of a third signal containing

someversion of the information sidebands of both signals.

The nature of these mechanismswill be developed in greater detail

in the following sections.

2.1 SIDEPAND SPLATTER

The unsavory sounding term "sideband splatter" identifies spectral

components formed immediately outside the band normally required. Such

components arise in the modulator and are the result of nonlinearity beyond

that required for the modulation process itself. The problem is of

particular importance in narrow band modulation systems, that is, in

amplitude modulation (AM) andin single (SSB) and double (DSB) sideband

systems. To some extent similar phenomena may be found in wideband

modulation systems, e.g., in frequency modulation systems, as will be

explained later. Furthermore, wideband modulation systems, such as pulse

modulation and frequency modulation systems, contain_ in principle, energy

here because it involves potential adjacent channel interference. In

practice, filters will be used to restrict the energy to a limited band

in such a _ay that the capability of the system is not significantly

impaired. A point should be made here concerning measurement of splatter.

Because low amplitude unwanted sidebands are to be measured in the presence

of the large amplitude of wanted components, instruments are necessary

which effectively filter out the desired components.
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2.1.i S2ectral Properties of AM and Related S[stems

The fundamental process involved in generating AM, SSB, or DSB

signals is multiplication. A low frequency information waveform x!(t )

is multiplied by a sinusoidal carrier frequency x2(t ) = cos (_c t + _c ).

The vehicle for generating the product is virtually always a nonlinear

device. This is followed by a narro_ band filtcr to eliminate undesired

components as shown in Fig.i-l. Ideal nonlinear elements are the square

law device and the linear diode (Ref. 4, pp. 97-100 or Ref. 5, PP. 187-192).

The latter, to give the requ_ed result without distorting the desired

sidebands, demands that the sinusoidal carrier be much larger than the

information waveform. The ideal characteristics are, however, only

approximately realizable. A typical nonlinear device can, for instance,

be described by the output-input characteristic

N

(2 1)/ a Xy=
/ _ n

n;O

where y is the instantaneous output and x is the instantaneous input.

The degree of significant nonlinearity is assumed here not to exceed N.

The output of the nonlinear device for the input Fxl(t) + x 2(t)_ is
L- _h

N
i

y = ,,. an(X I + x2 )n

n=O

N n
•, I 1

_ a •
n

n=6 k=o
(k) xl(n-k) cosk(c_ct + _c ) (2-2)

8
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The second form in (2-2) is obtained from the first, using the binomial

expansion formula. Assuming that the nonlinear element is followed by a

narrow band filter centered at the carrier frequency, _c' only terms con-

taini_ coS(_ct + _c ) are passed. By expanding cosk(_oct + _c ) (see eq.

4-10a), and retaining only these terms, there is obtained

N n

_-7 _-7 _ fn-k)

_ an. (k) x l' •

n=l k=l

_" cos(%t + ¢c) (2-3)
k-i , k+l ,
2 2

The terms of degree higher than the first in x I are distortion terms which

extend the sidebands to (N-l) times the modulating frequency band. For

instance, if n=7

Ya(t)= _(a I + 3a 3 + lOa 5 + 35a 7)

+ (2a 2 + 12a 4 + 60a6) xl(t)

+ (3a 3 + 30a 5 + 210a7) Xl2(t)

+ (_4 + _o_._ _ 3(t._- - b' -1 " - "

+ (5a 5 + 105a 7) Xl4(t)

xl5(t)+ 7a7 xl6(t)j7cos(_ct + ¢c)(2-4)+ 6a6

n > 3 are zero, that is, if the device is purelyIf coefficients an, _

square law, the output is exactly as required.

The component Xl2(t) cos (_c t + ¢c ) in (2-4), contributes sideband

energy covering a band equal to four times the modulating frequency rather

than two times, as in the ideal case; the Xl6(t) cos (_Oct + ¢0 ) component

contributes energy in a band twelve times the original base band of xl(t ).
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The exact nature of the resultant spectrum requires that the

quantities xln(t) be determined. If xl(t ) is a pure sinusoid of frequency
n

_, xI (t) can readily be determined and (2-4) can be expanded in a

harmonic series involving discrete sidebands of the form cosI (_c " nmm)t + _c i"

Furthermore the coefficients a will be required. These are not
n

ordinarily available and will have to be found by test (e.g., see

Ref. 6). A set of typical values are given below. (Abstracted from

Ref. i. Obtained by polynomial least squares fit to a triode characteristic

operated at a bias point of -lO volts on the grid and at 3 ma plate current).

a I = 0.52 X lO "3 amp/volt

a2 = 2.6 × lO -5 amp/volt 2

a3 = - 8 X l0 "7 amp/volt S

a4 = -6.2 × l0 -8 amp/volt 4

a 5 = 3-5 × lO -7 amp/volt 5

a6 = - 2 X 10 -8 amp/volt 6

a? = -1 x lO-8 amp/volt 7

a8 = 9 x lO"lO amp/volt 8

a9 = 9 ×_ lO "ll amp/volt 9

alO = 8.2 × lO-12amp/volt lO

A word should be said here concerning overmodulation. The

form of an AM signal is

y(t) = AaF1 +mx(t)_L COS(_ct +_C)

A non-overmodulated waveform is one in which the factor

(2-5)

F1 + m x(t) > 0 (2-6)

for all values of time. In some AM transmitters, if this factor is negative

the transmitter is effectively cut off. In such cases the amplitude of

splatter components becomes quite high. Correct practice requires that

peaks of x(t) be limited in such a _ay that (2-6) is always satisfied, _ud

subsequently filtered to eliminate the high frequency components generated

in the lirriting process.
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To minimize the effects described, it is desirable to choose

nonlinear elements with characteristics as near as possible to the ideal.

For a given device intended to be used as a square law modulator, it will

usually be possible to find empirical operating conditions which result in

a near square law characteristic; that is, which make the higher order

coefficients small. Furthermore, the final tuned circuits in the transmitter

will also act to partly reduce the level of the unwanted components. As

a rule, however, the Q of these circuits cannot be made high enough to

completely eliminate the splatter components. A technique frequently

found effective to eliminate the unwanted sidebands associated with

even powers of xl(t ) in (2-3) is to use a balanced modulator (Ref. 4, p. 104).

(The balanced modulator will be described further in Section 2.2 in

connection with harmonic reduction).

Prediction of the magnitude of the unwanted sidebands will

ordinarily be difficult. The coefficients, an, in equation (2-1)

depend on the bias conditions and on the input range, and even vary among

electronic devices of the same kind. To determine the actual level

measurements are advised.

Measured andcalculated results of excessive sideband output are

reported by Firestone, et al (Ref. 7)- In an AM transmitter with a 3 Kc/s

audio modulating signal and with a modulating percentage of 54.7%, the

result shown in'the bar graph, Fig. 2-1, was obtained. It was pointed

out by the authors that the distortion terms together amounted to 3.3%

total harmonic distortion--not an excessive figure. A receiver operating

in adjacent channel lO-15 KHz from its neighbor will experience splatter

components on the order of 60 db below the level of the main components.

12
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If, as may readily happen, the adjacent transmitter carrier power corres-

ponds to an input voltage of about lO0 millivolts (mv) at the receiver, the

unwanted sidebands will correspond to about 100 microvolts (_v). This

will often be far greater than the level of a desired signal.

2.1.2 Spectral Properties of An_le Modulated Systems

In the case of an FM transmitter there are, as is well known,

a large number of sidebands even with a perfect modulation technique and

with a single sine wave modulation. An FM signal cont_ning an information

waveformx(t) is written

y(t) = Af cos; _ t + ¢(t (2-7)
_c

where

!

_(t) = /x(t) dt (2-8)

J

The instantaneous frequency of y(t) is defined as the derivative of the

arg_.ent of the cosine_ or,

r-- --I __/

=<'>-= I°' Il d-_ + ¢(t) : _c + a__dt: _c + x(t) (2-9)

If x(t) were a pure cosine wave of the form

x(t) = a cos_ t (2-1o)
m

"a" would be a peak frequency deviation in radians per second and

y(t) = Af {Jo(8
)cos (o t +

c _Jn(_)n=l _Os(_c + Z_Om)t + (-1)ncos('c- r_°m)dj'

(2-11)

where Jn(8) is the Bessel function of the first kind and of order n, and

14



a

6 z _-- is the modulation index. Though the result contains, in principle,
m

componcnta to infinite frequency, the aidobands fall off very rapidly in

amplitude beyond a certain point. A rule of thumb frequently used is

that all significant components lie inside the range

r 2)fro] Ffc (6+ < f < f + (6+ ]
- c j

The magnitudes of the components residing in this range are shown in

Fig. 2-2 as a function of n for several representative values of 6"

For instance, for 6 = lO, Fig. 2-2 shows J12(10), which is the amplitude

of the component (6 + 2)fm, to be about 0.06. For values of n larger

than (6 + 2), the components will be relatively small, but they may be

of importance in some instances. To estimate the magnitude of components

in this range use may be made of the approximation

n
1

Jn (_) kI2-_n

where e is the base of the natural logarithm and is equal to 2.718.

For instancej if f = 3 KHz, and _ = l, then according to (2-13), at
m

nfm = g x 3 = 18 KHz, the component has an amplitude, J6(1), of about -94 db

relative to the level of an unmodulated carrier of the same power.

As in the AM case, it is also possible for the modulation process

to create a form of splatter, though for wide-band modulation it _ill not

increase the bandwidth to the same extent as it does for AM. In the

case of narrow-band FMj however, it may give rise to a more significant

effect. The basis of this phenomena is once again nonlinearity in the

modulation process. To generate FM waves it is necessary to vary the

15
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instantaneous frequency, or phase of the carrier, in exact correspondence

with the information waveform; that is, the applied voltage vs frequency

of carrier characteristic must be perfectly linear. DePartures from

linearity have the effect of distorting the information waveform and

increas_ _= _zlw_u_n. _ne modulated output waveform will therefore

have a broader bandwidth. As pointed out above, wide band FM waveforms

l_ave bandwidths determined mainly by the peak deviation. In this case,

for a fixed deviation, the information signal bandwidth will not significantly

affect the overall bandwidth. For n_rrL_-band signals, however, the

bandwidth is largely determined by the modulating signal, and the effects

may be as great as in the AM case. An example involving an indirect FM

generation technique will demonstrate some of these points. FM waveforms

are sometimes developed by generating, initially, a low modulation index

signal using adders and product modulators (Ref. 4, pp. 116-120). If

the audio modulation signal is a sinusoid, the form developed is

y(t) = A_ _cos _ t - 6 sin e_ t sin _ t]
[_ c m c D

where 6 is limited to a maximum value of 0.5. This can also be written

y(t) = Af_l + _2 sln2_mt_

J_/2
COS _Oct + tan-l(_ sin _mt)] (2-15)

When _ << 1 this is approximately

Ey(t) _ Af cos _ t + 6 sin _m t (2-16)
C

which is an FMwave with modulation index _. When high deviation FM

l?



signals are required (2-14) is generated initially, maintaining _ sufficiently

small. The narrow-band B_gzLl ia _hon conver_e_ "GO _ _ide b_n_ si_n_

by frequency multiplication. Even if _ in (2-14) is not small, the

amplitude factor in (2-15) can be made constant by the use of a limiter.

However, if _ is not _small, the phase factor will carry some distortion

components. We will use, for illustrative purposes, the first two terms

of an expansion for the arc tangent to give in place of (2-15) (assuming

the amplitude factor _has been made cor_tant by limiting).

t + _ sin_ t - sin 3
y(t) = Af cos c m 3

I t + (9 " _) sin _ t + sin= Af cos _c m 12 (2-17)

The phase, which represents the modulation, now contains a third harmonic

term which for 8=1 is about 10% of the desired fundamental term. When an

FM wave is developed using (2-14), _ is kept less than 0.5; for _ = 0.5

the third harmonic distortion is in the order of 1%. Thus, the modulation

index used in the initial narrow band FM signal should be made as low as

possible if excessive bandwidth is not to be consumed.

A recent study by the General Electric Company (Ref. 8) may be

found useful in the control of nonlinearity. Two methods recommended here

are (1) predistortion, where the input signals are distorted initially in

a manner which is inverse to the distortion of the modulator, and (2)

feedback to degenerate unwanted components. It should also be noted that

to generate the form (2-14) requires a multiplier as in the generation of

18



AM. The observations made in the AM case about imperfect multipliers is

applicable here too.

A final point to be noted concerns modulation limiting. As in

_AM _+_ the _ _....+ _,

I

overmodulatfon. If the limited output is applied directly to the modulatorj

the high _..........._e_e_=y components in the amp-ltuae limited w_veform will give

rise to unnecessary FM _aveform sidebands. It is evident that filtering

after amplitude-limiting is essential to reduce the information signal

spectrum and the spectrum of the final FM output. This requirement is also

more important in the case of narrow-band FM Lh_n it is for wide-band FM.

2.1._ Spectral Properties of Pulse _4odulation S[stems

Information transmitted by perfectly rectangular pulses will

require more spectral space than is ordinarily tolerable. It is well

known that a rectangular pulse of width T
r

j,

Transform given by (Ref. 5, P. 41).

S _a_ JL, r _ !

Xr(f) T =AT=Arr _ f rr
r

and height A has a Fourier
r

sinc(nXrf ) (2-18)

where

sin(_Trf)

sinc(_Vrf) = _x f
r

(An RF pulse of the same shape and of mid-band frequency f will have a
O

spectrum 5 LX(f'fo ) + X(fefo ). The envelope of the sinc function

i

falls off as _ for higher frequencies; that is, it falls off at the rate

!

of 6db per octave. This rather slow fall off rate implies relatively

19



large levels overlapping into adjacent channels. In practice however,

slower rise time pulses will be obtained either by forming such pulses

initially or by passing rectangular pulses through a band limiting filter.

Filters which absolutely limit the band will cause some crosstalk among

adjacent pulses. In general, the requirements of low crosstalk and low

level spectral tails are opposed to one another. It is possible, however,

to find a pulse shape for which both are adequately small. For instance,

pulses in the shape of a cosine cycle with pulse width Tc and height Ac,

are given by

A

= (1 + cos2 t),
T

C

T c T C

- y < t < y (2-19)

= 0 , elsewhere

and have a spectrum given by the Fourier transform

where

slnc( Tcf)
(2-2o)

Xo(f) -- Ac_c 2(1 - _c2f 2)

C

sinc(aXcf ) = _Tcf "

1
For frequencies sufficiently larger than m , the inverse of

T c
i

the pulse width (i.e., where (Vcf)2 _ i), the spectrum falls off as_

or 18 db per oct_ve. A comparison of the spectrum of a square pulse and a

cosine pulse of two different widths is shown in Fig. 2-3. The spectra

have been plotted with Ac chosen so that the energy of all the pulses being

compared Isthe same. For equal energy it turns out that Ac = 1.635 Ar Vr%_c.

The rectangular pulse is shown as pulse (a) in Fig. 2-3 and its Fourier

spectrum is shown in normalized furmas Xr(f)/ArTr in the figure. Cosine

pulse (b) in Fig. 2-3 is chosen to have the same width as the rectangular

2O



pulse (Tc = Tr). Its spectrum is defined as XCl(f I. Its value is given

by (2-20) and it is plotted in a normalized form as XCl(f)/ArT r in

Fig. 2-3. It will be noted that the spectrum of the cosine pu'ise is

concentrated at low frequencies and has a greater (3 db) bandwidth than

the rectangular pulse. At higher frequencies, however, (f > 2/Tr), the

cosine pulse spectral components are comparatively very small. In

practice the duratica of the cosine pulse might be made longer than the

duration of the square pulse. Accordingly, a cosine pulse of twice the

duration of the rectangular pulse (V.c= 27r) is chosen for illustration

and is shown as pulse (c) in Fig. 2-3. Its spectrum i_ defined as

Xc2(f ) and is plotted in Fig. 2-3 in tl_e normalized form Xc2(f)/Arm r.

The spectrum in this case is comparatively quite small for f > i/VrO
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2.1._ Control of Splatter--Estimates of Levels

Reduction of sldeband splatter requires that attention be

given to the modulator to assure linear variation of the modulation

parameter (the amplitude or angle ). Balanced modulators in AM and

related systems will be useful to eliminate the sldeband components

arising from even harmonic distortion of the modulating function. To

minimize splatter generally in such systems it is necessary to use modulators

which are as nearly square law as possible. Perfect rectifier modulators

with very large RF driving voltage can also be shown to glve ideal linear

modulation. For modulators operating at low levels it should be possible to

come reasonably close to the ideal situation. In angle modulation systems

where the angle or frequency deviation is obtained by varying a reactive

component Inan oscillator, or where it is obtained by the indirect method

discussed in Section 2.!.2 , llnearity is better for small initial deviation.

L_rge initial deviation wlll glve rise to nonlinear modulation unless

predlst0rtlon or feedback is used. It would appear ths_ the methods of

angle modulation which involves modulating a carrier with a pulse-positimn

signal developed from the information waveform (see Ref. 5, P. 388) can

be made linear over a wlde deviation.

In addition to these methods of controlling the spectral broadening

at the source, filters wlll be useful for suppressing undesired components

after they are generated. When the modulation process is carried out at

low level, filtering can be very effective. There will usually be a number

of tuned c_rcuits between the modulator output and the final amplifier

output. If we assume single parallel RLC tuned circuits then each has a
J

response relative to its response at the center frequency given approximately by

23



by

H(f)-"

L_. _ -_0

I

where B = 2_' the 3 db bandwidth

i

fo = 2-_' the 6enter frequency.

If the splatter frequency, f, is removed from the bandcenter by several

bandwidths (2-21) can be reduced to

R(f)--"
21f_foI (2-22)

If there are k stages the relative response at the output is

k

For instance, if a receiver operating at 136 MHz is exposed to a command

transmitter at 148 MHz which has 3 tuned circuits each of 2 MHz bandwklth

follnwlng...... _he mod,,I_+-__.__v_ +_o_.__°_+ of +_^_,_tuned circuits is to reduce any

1_6 MHz splatter components by a factor

3

(f) = 148-136 ) : 17_ (approximately -65 db)

Where high level modulation is used there will be fewer tuned circuits to

attenuate the splatter components unless special attenZion is given to

this matter. Note that a single tuned circuit in the example given

above attenuates any undesired 136 MHz sldeband by only 21.6 db.

To complete the estimate of the magnitude of undesired splatter

which would reach a receiver requires now (a) the level of the splatter



component at the point of generatlca, and (b) the attenuation in

transmission. The former _as discussed in sections 2.1. i through

2.1.3. While calculated estimates are possible, in principle, it is

better practice, especlal_ for components far from the center frequency,

to measure th_ levels at the point of generation. In this way the elusive

parameters which are required for calculation do not have to be determined

explicitly (to determine them would require measurement, too). Rough

estimates using representative figures would, however, be useful in

preliminary work. An estimate of this sort is now made assuming pulse

transmi ssi on.

Suppose a rectangular RF pulse centered at fo is generated as

described in section 2.1.S, with a spectrum given by X(f)= _LXr(f-fo) + Xr(f+fo)_ ;

X (f) is given in (2-18). The energy of the pulse is
r

E = Ar2Tr/2 (2-24)

If a narrow band receiver of bandwidth B is tmned to a frequency f in

the vicinity of one of the peaks far from the center of the spectrum we

may apprQxlmate the magnitude of the spectrum by

The energy of the pulse components selected by the receiver is

2
A B

i r

This energy relative to the total energy in the pulse is

(2-26)

B as used here is the effective power bandwidth as defined in eq.

(4-2). A receiver with rectangular bandp_ss pf width B Hertz has an

effective power bandwidth equal to B Hertz.
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If, for instance

then

or

E
r B

E 2 2 r[Ifcl, fo_2

B-- 0.25 Mttz, -,r = ._'n'6 secor_ds, [fcl " fo

(2-27) '

= 12 MHz,

Er 1
-- = _.875 x IO"4

(db) i0 log(i.75x i0"4) db ;
E

that is, the unwanted sldeband energy is about 41 db below the total

energy contained in the pulse.

If the rectangular pulses were fed through a succession of

3 single tuned circuits prior to transmission as described above,the

sldeband components in the 1/4 MHz band would be 65 + 41 = 106 db below

the pulse power transmitted (the tuned circuits are here assumed to produce

no significant effect on the total pulse power).

At this point it is well to point out that, in effect, we are

shaping the pulse in the filters to reduce the unwanted sidebands.

Finally, the path attenuation must be taken in account. This

factor is not considered here except to point out that the problem of splatter

is important when transmitter and receiYer antennas are relatively close,

or when they are, in fact, the same antenna. In the latter case

separation of functions is accomplished In a dlplexer and one must

determine the degree of isolation afforded by this device.
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2.2 HARIONIC GENERATION

Harmonic generation is also associated with nonlinearity. The

effect is a translation of the carrier to a frequency w:hic,his an integer

multiple of the original frequency; the sldebands may remain unchanged or

they may be distorted as well. In some devices the nonlinearity is

incidental to normal linear amplification as in class A tube and transistor

amplifiers. In some it is a cc_sequence of linear amplification by

impulsive re-enforcement of a wave. HF amplifiers of the class B or C

type, pulse a tank circuit over a portion of the sinusoldal cycle and are

therefore in this category. Klystrons and magnetrons are also in this

class. Oscillators continue to build up output until stopped by saturation

and cutoff of the active element, hence also function in this manner. In

other cases the harmonics are an unwanted by-product of a desired nonlinear

function. It was pointed out earlier that the modulator may be a source

of distortion to the modulating signal; it may also be a source of

distortion to the RF signal. The ideal frequency _Altlplier will yield

only the desired harmonic but this is unusual. Many unwanted harmonic

orders_<will be present as well as the original input _hich becomes an

unwanted component.

It will often be possible to find modes of operation for the

active devices which minimize the relative harmonic amplitude--as a rule,

at the cost of efficiency. The extent to which these efforts are made

depends on the smount of filtering. Low level circuits located far back

in the transmitter and followed by many selective circuits are unlikely

to result in significant final harmonic output. Some of these mechanisms

will now be described in more detail.
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Modulators for AM signals and signals related to AM are, as

pointed out earlier, multipliers. This functio_ is performed perfectly

by a square law device when the sum of low frequency signal and carrier

are delivered to it. If xl(t ) is the IF signal and cos _ t is the carrier,C

then the output of a square law device to the sum input is

2

[xl(t ) + cos %t] = Xl2(t) + 2xl(t ) cos cu t + 1 1c _ +_ cosmet (2-28)

2(t)isaThe desired term is the term 2xl{t)..cos _ct" The term X I

distorted low frequency signal which is readily rejected in the RF

1
filter following the modulator (the dc term, _ is obviously also rejected).

The second harmoulc term m_y trickle through especially if there is not

much selectivity to the output. A solution is the balanced modulator

as shown in Fig. 2-4. Assuming each nonlinear device has a power series

characteristic given by

y = ao + alX+ a_ 2 (2-29)

where y is the output and x is the input, the total output is

= al(Xa . _) + a2(xa2 _ 2)

2 2

= 2alXl(t) +a 2 _xl(t)+ cos _ct] -a 2 [xl(t)- cos _c t]

= 2alX l(t) + _2xl(t ) cos _ct (2-30)

No second harmonic term is present assuming perfect balance and the term

involving xl(t ) alone is rejected in the output tank circuit. This

arrangement will, however, leave harmonics of odd order if the degree of

noalinearity is not limited to square law. If, for instance, a term
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a3x3 were added to (2-29), the output would contain a term

2a3 cos 3 _ t = 23-a3 cos e t + 1c c _ a3 cos _c t (2-31)

which has a third harmonic component (the rejection of splatter

componsnts involving even powers of xl(t ) can be illustrated also by

adding a3x3 and expanding as in 2-30).

it is common practice to use crystal controlled oscillators

operating at moderate frequencies (i.e. 30MHz and below) and to employ

frequency multlpllcation to obtain the needed output carrier frequency.

In such systems, as well as in class B and C amplifiers, an electronic

device biased at or below cutoff is the source of the output, and it is

rich in harmonics. The current pulse in the output is approximately of

the form of the cap of a slnusold as shown in Fig. 2-5 and given by the

expression.

i(t) ={a[cosmt-o

cos el,for 2n_ - e <_t <_ 2n_ + e, n--O, il, _2, ...

,otherw ise (2-32 )"

The Fourier expansion of such a wave is given by

Ai(t) = '_(l-cos e) sin e - e cos e +

+ 2 sinn e cos eIn cos r_t}

[ sln(n+l)e_, n+l

n=l

+ sln(n'!)e
n-i

(2-33)

The harmonic magnitude determined from (2-33) is plotted in Fig. 2-6 as

a function of the conduction angle 2e. It will often be found that the
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slnusoldal cap is itself somewhat distorted in passing through the

amplifier giving rise to even higher levels of harmonlcs. Shown_on

Fig. 2-6 also is the harmonic magnitude of squared slnusoldal caps, given

by the expression

2

IA2Ecosa_ O- cos e7 , for 2n_- e <_t < 2n_ +e, n=O, &l, _2, ...
i(t)= - - (2-a4)

, otherwise

which may be a better approximation of the output current pulses from

some electronic devices than the undistorted caps of Fig. 2-5 (Ref. 9).

In general, the larger the conduction angle, the smaller the harmonic

output. It is in principle possible to estimate the harmonic output

of the transmitter us ing the levels determined by (2-33) or Fig. 2-6

and the response characteristic of the tuned circuits following the

sour ce of haraonlcs. Such a procedure is described in Ref. 7, but the

equations of Section 2.1 provide the necessary forms. For rough approx-

imations, a single tuned circuit wm_n a _=_v will attenuate the _-_" AAtL,

3rd, and 4th harmonic approximately 24, 30, and 33 db respectively.

Doubling the Q will add about 6 db of attenuation to each.

It was pointed out earlier that the predominant contribution of

harmonic outputs wlll, in the usual case, be the final ampilfler(_). The

reason fur this is that (i) the final amplifier is ordinarily driven hard

in order to get as _ch efficiency as is possible, and (2) the selectivity

of the tuned circuits following the final amplifier, particularly at

lower frequencies, is limited.
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Tube type amplifiers operate class C, as a rule, and are not

different, in principle, in harmonic output from the_frequency multipliers

discussed above. As the conduction angle is increased, the harmonic

output decreases but so does the efficiency. It would obviously be

advantageous to use push-pull class B from an interference viewpoint to

give the effect of a linear amplifier, it may even be advantageous to use

push-pull with class C amplifiers since this would tend to cancel the

second harmonic (and other even harmonics). The third harmonic (and other

odd harmonics) would be unaffected relative to the fundamental and is

also more readily attenuated in the output tuned circuits. Shown in

Fig. 2-7 are the harmonic outputs of 14 representative communication

transmitters (Ref. lO). Indicated also on the figure are the F_C limits

for harmonic output. Note that some of these transmitters have harmonics

which are within 30 db of the fundamental; a 50 kw transmitter will be

putting out a 50 watt signal at the harmonic frequency--in this case

hardly significant.

Amplifiers for microwave frequencies are also generators of

harmonic output though the mechanisms are different. The klystron which

is an important high power amplifying device today is inherently a harmonic

source. The bunching process develops moving charge concentrations which

pass the catcher in the form of sharp bursts. The induced current in

the catcher cavity is highly non-slnusoidal. It has been shown that the

induced current has a harmonic intensity given approximately by (Ref. ll).

Ic(n)--2IJn(=) (2-35)
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,_here

n = the order of the harmonic

I = the direct current in the tube
o

Jn = the n'th order Bessel function of the first kLud

x = bunching parameters = _sV1/2Vo3/2 2e/m

= frequency of excitation

s = spacing between input and output cavities

V = beam accelerating voltage
o

e = electronic charge

m = electronic mass

V1 = peak gap voltage at buncher
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For maximum efficiency (which occurs at x = 1.84) the induced current

pulses are very non-sinusoidal and the harmonic current is very high.

Mach depends on the Q of the cavity to avoid le_rgeharmonic outputs.

Loaded Q's ranging from 500-1000 are obtainable, and even with

equal fundamental and second harmonic current in the-tube it should be

possible to get harmonic outputs more than 60 db below the fundamental.

Measurements reported on a particular pulsed klystron (Ref. 12) are

reproduced in Fig. 2-8. Variation of beam voltage which alters the bunching

parameters is seen to markedly alter the second harmonic. Even at the

value of beam voltage for which the second harmonic is minimum, it is only

about 40 db below the fundamental output here.

The traveling wave tube as a microwave power amplifier would

appear to be a good choice from the interference generation viewpoint.

The fundamental phenomenon does not involve impulsive re-enforcement of

a field as in the klystron but a uniform re-enforcement of a traveling

wa_e. Yet reports (Ref. 12) indicate second harmonic output in

particular cases ranging from 20 to 40 db below the fundamental. It is

possible that these conditions obtain when maximum efficiency is sought, and

when the input is driven heavily. The traveling wave tube input-output

characteristic, for specific tubes, was found to be linear over a range of

inputs and to saturate moderately slowly beyond the linear range. Operating

into saturation will give rise to maximum output but the harmonic content

will increase too.

High power magnetrons are generally used as sources of pulsed HF

energy coupling directly to the antenna. In the magnetron the energy of

a rotating cloud of electrons is imparted to the field in tuned cavities on
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the periphery of rotation. The mechanism which selects electrons emitted

from the cathode, where they are roughly in proper phase, tends to

maintain them in bunches as in the klystron. The spatial distribution of

charge is not slnusoldal and, again, pulses are induced in the cavities

rather than sinusoids. The magnetron cavities can also be excited in

an harmonic mode so that a large number of output camponents are possible

in addition to the easily identifiable harmonics. Level and frequency

are both difficult to predict. A figure of _0 db below the fundamental

has been quoted (Ref. 12) for the second harmonic, but the third harmonic

_as said to be able to reach -20 db.

From the foregoing it is evident that harmonic intensities

can be reduced by (1) choosing linear operating regions and thereby

working at reduced efficiencies, (2) cancelling nonlinear components in

balanced circuits, and (3) filtering. The first of these involves an

increase in power consumption and heat generation. As a result more

effort must be spent on heat removal. The other two involve additional

circuitry and the balanced circuit eliminates only even degree harmonics°

Filtering is, by far, the most popular method for suppressing harmonics

and we discuss some techniques below.

One way of suppressing harmonics is by utilization of the wave

trap or bypass principle. In the case of a transmission line system,

the filter elements may take the form of shunt or series stubs. See

Fig. 2-9 for an indication of how this is accomplished.

The difficulty with such techniques as that Just mentioned is

that the harmonic power is reflected back to the generator which may mis-

behave because of the presence of these extra reactive volt-amperes. One
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FIGURE 2-9

TWO QUARTER-WAVE SIDRT-CIRCUITED STUBS SPACED ONE EIGHTH OF A

WAVELENGTH AT THE FJ_AL ARE EFFECTIVE IN ATTENUATING THE

SECOND HAR_DNIC

HARMONIC LOAD

CIRCULATOR

ELEMENTS TO REFLECT HARMONICS

FUNDAMENTAL LOAD

FIGURE 2-10

CONCEPT OF _INO CII_TOR TO SEPARATE HARM_RICS

.



way of avoiding this difficulty in theory would be to use an isolator

between the generator and filter. Unfortunately, most isolators are

designed to work as isolators at the fundamental frequency, and their

performance at harmonic frequencies is unspecified. _"_Is becomes

increasingly true at the higher microwave frequencies. Assuming for a

moment that an isolator technique _ould be used, it is noted that the

dissipative properties of the device would need to be such that all

reflected components (fundamental plus harmonics) could be absorbed

without exceeding the rating.

It might be possible to utilize a ferrlte circulator in the

harmonic suppression problem. If, for example, the configuration of

Fig. 2-10, is used, the reflected energy could be diverted into a

resistive load. Unfortunately, the circulator has some of the same

bandwidth problems as does the isolator, and such a technique cannot 'be

realized everywhere in the spectrum.

Another harmonic filtering and absorbing technique which has

received some attention is that of directionally coupling the unwanted

signals into a second wavegulde where they are absorbed. What can and

cannot be done in this regard is highly dependent upon the specific

problem at hand, and _urther generalization is pointless.

It should be pointed out that merely coupling a smaller size

wavegulde, which is below cutoff for the fUndamental but above cutoff for

all harmonics, to the main waveguide may provide an alternative path for

harmonic absorption and some reduction of their level in the-maln load.

Many usefUl filtering techniques will be found discussed in

depth in references 1 and 13.
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2.3 TRANSMITTERNOISE

While with care in the design of the modulator the spurious

sidebands discussed in Section 2.1 can be reduced, it is frequently

still found that a significant background level around the center frequency

exists. Now, however, it is the result of _._m _nise modulatir_ the

carrier in amplitude, frequency, or phase. The noise is often associated

with the oscillator itself which, compared to amplifiers, is quite noisy_

and to some extent with the amplifiers as well. It is possible for

corona to form or arcing to occur at high voltage points in the final

amplifier. Subsequent filtering in the output tank circuit results in

a pair of noise sidebands surroundlng the carrier frequency. Estimates

of levels will be difficult to make. Measurements are more appropriate

though they are difficult to make because of the presence of the much

larger main transmitter output. Some measurements have been reported on

VHF transmitters (Ref. l_) and the results of tests on a _5 MHz and a

160 MHz transmitter are shown in Fig. 2-11. The basic crystal frequencies

were 3.75 MHz and 6.67 MHz, respectiveily, and 3 or _ frequency multiplier

stages were required before the final amplifier. The tests were carried

out on an unmodulated transmitter and the effect of modulation on the

noise sidebands was not determined. It was determined, however, that

the power amplifier alone contributed in the order of 20 db per KHz to

the noise output. It will be noted that the levels are quite low in this

typical case; the mechanism is significant when transmitter and receiver

antennas are very close to one another.
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2._ INTERMDDULATION AND CROSS-MODUIATION

The phenomena of intermodulation and cross-modulation impl_ the

mixing of two or more signals in a nonlinear element in such a way that

multip!icative mixtures of +_e two _<_o_ arise. The mechanism arises

in receiver input circuits as well as in transmitters, and sometimes in

some nonlinear element in the channel. As far as transmitters are concerned,

the process involves picking up an unwanted signal by way of the transmitting

antenna, delivering it back to the output electrode of the final amplifier,

and there having it mix with the transmitted signal. In effect, the unwanted

signal appears as a variation in voltage across the final amplifier output.

In some situations the output amplifier will not respond significantly to such

variations as in the case of high-_ vacuum tubes. More generally there is

a dependenc e and it is nonlinear. Since the output circuit is selective,

there is a tendency to reject unwanted signals when they are far removed

in frequency from the transmitter frequency. Furthermore, if the nonlinear

action generates a component far removed from the transmitter frequency, it

also tends to be rejected in the output tuned circuits. The process is

therefore af greatest significance _hen both the unwanted signal and the

nonlinear product are near the pass-band of the final amplifier. This

combination of events can occur if the nonlinearity is of odd degree. For

instance, suppose the output signal has a component which depends on the

third power of the voltage at the output. Two components of voltage at

the output are the output signal voltage itself,

xl(t) =vl(t)cos[_lt + _l(t)_



and the unwanted signal voltage

x2(t) = v2(t) COB [a_2t + _2(t)_ (2-37)

The sum xl(t ) + x2(t ) when applied to a nonlinear device having a cubic

term, will result in a cc_nponent

which is termed an intermodulatlon component, and a component

termed a cross-modulatlon component. The former is at a different center

frequency than either o)I or _2; but, if the two frequencies are close to

one another, the new term is at a frequency not too different. The

modulation on this term is a combination of the modulations on each of the

causative signals. The cross-modulatlon component is at the frequency of one

or the other of the original signals and it contains an amplitude factor

which is a combination of the original amplitude coefficient. The inter-

modulation is usually the more serious since it covers an entirely new

frequency slot. The cross-modulation term shown in (2-39) implies a

re-radiation of the unwanted signal with a distorted envelope. As-a rule

it is much smaller than the original unwanted signal and might be viewed

as a small new splatter or noise component.

2.5 OTHER SFJRIOUS OUTPUTS

Parasitic oscillations are known in low and high frequency

/

amplifiers. In low frequency devices they are the result of stray
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external and internal capacities and inductances which form into spurious

feedback loops. The cures are often very simple, sometimes involving

inserting resistors in the leads to the grid and plate of the amplifier to

make the spurious tuned circuit lossy. The methods of handling these situations

are well enough described in standard reference books (e.g., Terman's Handbook).

At microwave frequencies corresponding phenomena exist. Often,

the phenomenon is completely internal to the tube. Transit time effects are

sources of negative resistance at some frequencies. If a tuned circuit

exists somewhere in the structure _hlch is coupled to the negative resistance,

parasitic oscillations occur. An harmonic output resulting from excitation

of unwanted modes in magnetrons was mentloned in Section 2.2. A number

of these mechanisms are described more fully in Ref. lO.

3.0 UNINTE_2IONAL NOISE GENERATION

Man-made noise reaches significant proportions at VHF and U_F

frequencies. Unwanted noise may be generated by any of the following:

vehicle ignition systems, corona discharge and leakage from high power

transmission lines, rotating electrical machinery, switching devices,

rectifier@ arc welders, discharge lamps, industrial heating equipment,

medical and diathermy devices, etc.

The majority of these sources of noise are naturally concentrated

in urban areas of population and industrial centers. By siting ground

stations away from urban population centers, it is possible to virtually

eliminate most of the noise originating from such sources. However,

there will very probabl_ be highways, containing vehicular traffic, as

well as power llnes, in the immediate vicinity of a ground station.

C_sequently, the_e forms of noise are of greater signlflcance to station
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operations and will be considered in more detail. The remaining sources

of interference referred to above, will also be considered briefly.

Before examining the different tyPes of noise sources in

detail, it is worth briefly examining the susceptibility of the different

antenna systems used at the sites to these forms of interference. Since

these noise sources are located ca the ground, they will not significantly

affect the fixed interferometer arrays used at the Minitrack interferometer

sites owing to the fact that the main beam of these arrays is fixed and is

pointing vertically upwards. This will not, of course, be true for any of

the mechanically-movable antennas such as the SATAN (Satellite Automatic

Tracking Antenna) array located at Minitrack sites and the 85 ft. parabolic

dish located at Data Acquisition Facilities. These antennas may be affected

by noise sources on the ground either when the antenna mainlobe is pointed

at the horizon or whenever the sidelobes or backlobe are pointed at the

horizon. However, the energy entering the antenna through its sldelobe will

obviously be attenuated relative to that collected by the main lobe.

3.1 NOISE FROM VEHICLE II_TITION SYSTEMS

Noise from automobile and truck ignition systems undoubtedly

represents the largest contribution to the overall man-made noise level

at VHF and UHF frequencies. A number of workers (references 15-22) have

made quantitative measurements on the noise levels radiated by automobiles

and trucks and have attempted to evolve comprehensive theories for the

explanation of radiation from ignition systems. Measurements made by

George (Ref. 17) at 180 MHz and 450 MHz are reproduced in Figs. 3-i and

3-2. Although this data is now 25 years old, it _s probably still

applicable to modern day automobiles and trucks. M_st modern automobiles,

J_6
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when delivered from the manufacturer are equipped with devices for the

suppression of ignition interference, so that the levels of ignition

interference for new cars is probably lover nowadays. On the other hand,

the number of cars on the highways has greatly expanded since 19_0, so

that the overall noise level has probably increased slgnlflcantly. From

George's data, noise levels emanating from trucks is seen to be the most

serious problem and this is still true today. Figure 3-3 shows the

theoretical propagation curves for horizontal polarization over level

ground. In practice, noise levels will probably fall off with distance

at a faster rate due to absorption and screening by vegetation, foliage

and trees, etc.

Ignition noise is created by the oscillatory current which is

set up in the high tension leads when the energy stored in the self-

capacitance of the spark plug, the high tension cables and the ignition

coil, is rapidly discharged through the spark plug gap. The rapidly

changing current then radiates energy from the high tension cables and

also from coupled low voltage c_rcuits. This current, called the capacitive

component of the ignition spark, has a peaked wave shape and lasts for only

a very short time (of the order of 4 nanoseconds for a 1 mm spark gap). This

creates a continuous frequency spectrum distribution which covers a very wide

part of the VHF/UHF frequency spectrum. The spectrum remains relatively

flat up to at least 600 MHz, while some energy is usually still measurable

at lO00 MHz. The actual spectrum distribution radiated by an automobile

and the overall noise levels will actually depend on the duration of each

spark discharge, the layout of the electrical equipment and wiring within

the engine compartment, and the shielding effectiveness of the hood and

_9
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bod_ work which surrounds the engine_ For this reason, the interference

levels radiated by an ignition system varies widely_with different

sakes and models of automobiles and it is very difficult to effectively

predict the noise levels which can be expected fran a particular car or

truck. TI_ hood which covers the automobile engine has been found to be

especially important in reducing ignition interference.

A number of relatively effective means of suppressing ignition

interference have been developed. The most effective method consists of

completely shielding the engine compartment of an automobile. However,

this is generally considered to be impractical and too expensive. The most

widely used system involves resistive suppression in which the resistance used

is either lumped or distributed. The suppression resistance effectively

reduces the amplitude and frequency of the oscillatory capacitive current.

In the lumped system, a high-temperature i0 w carbon resistor of between SEn and

15EI_ is placed close to the distributor end of the coil-distributor high

tension cable. Additional suppression can be obtained by adding similar

resistors at the spark plugs. (Special spark plugs in which the resistor

in incorporated into the body of the plug are also available today. ) In

the distributed system, the metallic conductor in the high tension leads

is replaced by braided textile fibres which have a total resistance of

between _K_ and IOK_ over their entire length. Such cables are more

effective than lumped resistors and have now been adopted by all U.S.

automobile manufacturers for use as standard ignition cables.

Unfortunately, although suppressive devices are fitted to nearly

all new cars, they frequently get removed during normal servicing and

maintalnance and generally are not replaced. This is largely due to the
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general ignorance of automobile mechanics in these matters and is also

due to the mistaken belief that suppressive devices will degrade engine

performance. Any service vehicles, construction vehicles or gasoline

engines, etc., which are stationed at or near ground sites, should be

fitted with effective and adequate suppressive devices. Care must also

be taken to see that these devices have not been removed following any

maln_.ainance work on such vehicles or engines.

3.2 NOISE FROM HIGH PO_ER TRANSMISSION LINES

High voltage transmission lines are a source of broadband noise

due to the presence of corona discharges at various points along the line.

Noise may also be caused by the presence of arcing over dirty or wet

insulators. The noise levels propagated by power lines becomes very quickly

attenuated with distance; at a frequency of about i MHz, the corona noise

from a 200 kV power llne is no longer detectable at distances greater than

two hundred feet from the line, when using a receiver with a half-wave dipole.

Corona noise levels are relatively significant in the broadcast and HF bands,

but decrease rapidly at frequencies above about i0 MHz. At VHF frequencies

above i00 MHz, the levels appear to be virtually insignificant. Most of

the measurements taken during on-slte tests have been at frequencies in

the broadcast band and below. These tests have shown that the levels of

corona noise can also fluctuate greatly from day to day. Conditions of

humidity and wind can cause large and rapid fluctuations of noise levels.

These levels also tend to change over long periods of time, as the trans-

mission llne ages. Newly installed lines tend to be noisier than older

lines.
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The corona phenomenaoccurs whenthe dielectric medium

surrounding the high voltage conductor breaks down and an electrical

discharge takes place. Corona will always emanate from local points of

high field intensity; that is, from points of surface discontinuity at

which a high potential gradient exists. Fur this reason, corona discharges

always take place at the sharpest surface point of a conductor. The

mechanism of discharge may be explained as follows. Incidental ionization,

which is always present, provides a supply of electrons in the vicinity

of the conductor. At negatively charged points of high potential gradient,

these electrons are accelerated away from the conductor by the strong field

and, in fact, possess sufficient energy to ionize the surrounding air

molecules. An avmAanche effect will then result. However, the region of

ionization remains confined to the space surrounding the discharge point.

The positive ions created by the discharge are attractad to the negatively

charged corona point, thereby reducing the potential gradient and quickly

quenching the corona discharge. The discharge current is therefore

pulse shaped and lasts only for a very short time, ranging between O.1 and

O.5_ secs. The corona pulse formed in this manner is shown as the Trichel

pulse.

The discharge phenomena from a corona point tends to repmat itself

so that a continuous series of recurrent pulses are generated. The repetition

rate of these pulses is a function of the potential gradient at the point

where the corona is formed. Generally, pulse repetition rates are of the

order of 1 MHz or greater depending on the line voltage. While the discharge

current from a single corona point is roughly periodic, the total discharge

current on a llne containing numerous corona spots must be treated as a
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set of randomly, occurring pulses. To this extent, the noise generated by

a power llne is similar in effect to shot noise, but with a lower density.

Corona discharge from points which are at a high positive potential

have been found to be somewhat different from those at negative potential.

The potential gradient required for the formation of corona is somewhat

higher and the current is not impulsive in nature. The pulses obtained

are of greater height and lower repetition frequency than those for negative

corona o

Noise from corona discharges has been investigated by many workers

(References 23-28) in both the lab and the field. Owing to the large number

of variables involved, it is difficult to effectively correlate measurements

obtained at one field site with those obtained at another site. Figure 3-4

shows some data extracted from Reference 25. As can be seen, the power levels

radiated at VHF frequencies are very low (only about lO db above the receiver

level). It should be remembered that these measurements were made with the

dipole antenna located only 40 feet from the power lines; receiving antennas

_i]I not normally _e i_o+_ +_ _^_ _^ a power line. As would b_

expected, the 400 kv line radiates more noise than does the 138 kv line.

However, part of the noise measured at these frequencies probably

represents the overall man-made noise background, which is continuously

present at VHF/UHF frequencies.

No data has been found on measurements of corona noise at 400 MHz

and it can probably be conc_luded that such effects may be ignored at all

UHF frequencies.

In summary, it may be concluded that corona noise from power

lines does not represent a serious problem to ground site operations, since
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the noise levels generated cease to be significant at the telemetry

frequencies used in these operations.

It should be emphasized that, while corona noise levels radiated

from a good power line are not expected to cause serious problems under

normal conditions, a bad or faulted power line can cause serious noise

problems. In this case, the noise is usually caused by arcing somewhere

along the llne and is not due to corona. Such effects probably occur only

very seldom and can be prevented by regular maintenance of the power

line.

3.3 OTHER SOURCES OF NOISE

The remaining sources of noise, which may be found to exist at

ground _es, include fluorescent lamps, electric motors, rectifiers,

switching devices, etc. It can be safely assumed that all of these noise

sources will be housed inside the buildings and will therefore not be

located in very close prlxlmlty to the receiving antennas. None of the

above sources radiate very significant noise levels at VHF/UHF frequencies

and the additional attenuation provided by the buildir_Es which surround

these sources will probably cause such noise levels to be undetectable at

the receiving antennas. If any slight disturbances are noticed, this

will occur when the antennas happen to be pointing straight at the

station buildings. Such an event will probably not occur very frequently.

Many potential noise sources, such as rectifiers and switching devices,

are to be found in the antenna control circuits. However, these are

presumably housed in metal cabinets within the building, so that the

overall shielding effect should be more than adequate.
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Of the different noise sources, mentioned above, relatively the

most serious, is the fluorescent lamp. These lamps, in common with

all plasma operated devices, are generators of radio noise. The noise,

originating fr_n plasma devices is caused by: (1) the presence of periodic

fluctuations in the ion or electron density in the area immediately sur-

rounding the electrodes, and (2) the periodic switching of the polarity

on ac operated devices. Figure 3-5 which is taken from Reference 29,

shows a typical spectrum radiated by a fluorescent lamp. As can be

seen, the noise level radiated at frequencies of lO0 MHz and above is

virtually insignificant. The major part of the radiated spectrum occurs

in the VLF region, below 100 KHz. Als0, as with all of these noise sources,

the noise levels fall off rapidly with distance.

It may, therefore, be assumed that none of the noise sources

mentlcned in this section pose any kind of serious problems to ground

station operations. If any of these devices is found to be particularly

noisy and does cause some disruption of signal reception, it will

probably be a relatively easy matter to suppress the source by effectively

shielding it and by adding interference suppression filters, where

possible. On the other hand, it should be emphasized that any of these

devices which are being used outside the operations buildings and close

to the receiving antennas may well cause some difficulties. This might

involve the use of hand tools such as electric drills or saws for any

outside construction work or the use of arc welders. Such problems can,

of course, be avoided by halting such construction work and outside

activities during the schedules satellite passes.
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4.0 LINEARANDNONLINEARADMISSIONMECHANISI_BVIA NORMALINPUTTERMINALS

Receiver susc@ptibility to undesired inputs will be classified

according to the mechanismof unwantedsignal intrusion, as follows :

(1) linear intrusion via normal input terminals;

(2) nonlinear intrusion via normal input terminals;

(3) intrusion through ports not intended as signal inputs.

In this section the first two items are treated in detail. The third

mechanismis covered in Section 5.1°

The block diagram Of Fig. 4-1 shows the essential elements of

a receiver_ Ill the linear intrusion modethe receiver acts as a normal

bandpass filter which accepts any input containing frequency componentsin

the receiver passband. Unwantedinputs whose spectrum is centered at, or

near, the tuned frequency of the RFfilter, originating from communication

sources or from noise sources, are the usual interference sources. The

secor_i mode, called the nonlinear mode, acts through a nonlinear element and

is usual]_y characterized by the acceptance of unwanted signal energy which

lies outside the normal passband of the receiver. The RF filter in Fig. 4-1

is a preselector network which limits the band to which the succeeding active

elements in the receiver are exposed. The latter have nearly always some
J

residual nonlinear properties which play a significant role when the input

amplitudes are large. When the RF filter is inadequate to limit large out-

of-band inputs to a satisfactory low level, the devices (vacuum tubes,

transistors, diodes, etc.) will, by means of their nonlinearity, generate

frequency components not originally present. When these new components are

within the passband of the portion of the receiver foll_ir_ the electronic

d_vice, interference can occur. Phenomena typical of this mode are single
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spurious response, multiple spurious response (intermodulation), sideband

transfer (cross-modulation), etc.

Ultimately, it will be necessary to know the degree to which the

undesired signals interact with the desired signal. This turns out to

he a Hif_ir1_l, p_obl_m _n_ ae_,_,_l ....... "_'--,4- 4-%., ..... 4-^._ _..._^l_

after being operated on by the linear and nonlinear receiver circuits, have

......... _ ..... _ .... _o _cu. o_cuL_uj u,._ reaction of .... detecto_

to the combination of desired signal and the undesired remnants is an

involved problem of analysis_ Third, the loss of information to the

ultimate information received is difficult to evaluate. When analytical

or experimental results are not available judicious guesses of the inter-

action are often necessary.

.1 LII_ INTRUSION

The linear admission mechanism is a straightforward matter of

the response of the receiver bandpass filter. The unwanted signals will

fall into one of the followir4 categories:

a. B_oadband noise arising from natural or man-made

sources which radiate inadvertently, or which are intended 'to radiate.

Over the bandpass of a typical receiver, the spectrum of such noise is

essentially flat.
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b. Signals from comm_nlcatlons sources assigned to a

frequency at, or near, the receiver center frequency (cochannel

interference). More particularly, when the center frequencies are separated

by an amount less than the receiver bandwidth the signals are said to be

co-ch_nne i.

c. Signal from commnnications sources assigned to a

frequency separated from the receiver center frequency by more than the

signal bandwidth (adjacent-cnannel interference)_

d° Signals from communications sources assigned to frequencies

within one of the internal pass frequencies.

A receiver usually contains one or more mixers for translating

the input to a frequency more convenient for amplification. In this

discussion, it is assumed that no fundamental change takes place in the

nature of the signal with this translation. The signals, both wanted and

unwanted, are therefore viewed as being at IF amplifier frequency, or

near it, once they are admitted.

Broadband noise sources of the _nnp_a_ ._+ ...... _'_^- also

referred to as non-coherent sources, are characterized by irregularity of

waveform and unpredictability of detail. Typical natural sources of this

kind are thermal noise, shot noise, galactic noise, solar noise, and

atmospheric noise. Typical man-made sources are discharges on high-voltage

line_ and devices, noise from autunobile ignition systems, commutator noise,

noise in complex switching systems, and noise generated by fluorescent

lamps. In sc_e of these sources, a certain amount of-regularity exists.

Atmospheric noise bursts are sometlm_ s found to have some coherence because

of _,,lt.!pl_ propagation paths (_,=_e_._.,ce 32). Furthermore, there are long
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time fluctuations, depending on the time of day, season, and sunspot

cycle, which are roughly predictable (Reference 33). Corona noise on high-

voltage lines and fluorescent lamp noise are usually modulated by the

power-line frequency (References 26, 27). A single, stationary ignition

....... _._; noise from one v_ more randomly-

passing vehicles or from many stationary vehicles is not. A more detailed

..................... ,,=_= sources appears Section 2._.

Ncaperiodic broadband sources are best characterized by their

power spectral densities (Reference 34). The mean square value of the

noise admitted through the IF amplifier is :

/o 12@o2> :  l(f) 1o(f)

where:

df (_-l)

Nl(f ) = the one-sided power spectral density at the receiver input

in volts 2 per Hertz°

G(f) = the amplitude versus frequency transfer characteristic

from the input to the v_ _mp]_ output_

It was pointed out earlier that the noise spectrum is usually flat over

the receiver passband_ If this is so, and if the center frequency of

the IF amplifier is written fl' the mean square value of the IF amplifier

c_

2 _ la(f,)12

output is :

whe re :

N = Nl(fl) and is the input power spectral density at the band

center.
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_o Ia(f)[f2=. la(fl)
df and is the effective noise power bandwidth

of the amplifier°

_j periodic broadband sources is meant sources of regularly spaced,

constant amplitude, short pulses (or those which are nearly so). Two cases

_ be distir_aished° In the .... t, the pulses are _uf_ntly separated

=_ __°_ ti_ receiver_in time so _t_._ each _]_e--_acts _ a _ate transient =_*_ng _-

In the second, the pulses are close to one another so that the responses

tend to overlap. The overlapping case arises when pulse spacing is of the

order of the inverse of the receiver bandwidth or les_, Since typical

impulse sources (e.g._ radar transmitters and modulators) are of relatively

low repetition frequency compared to receiver bandwidths, attention is

directed here to the nonoverlapping case exclusively.

The instantaneous output of the IF amplifier to an input which

has a Fourier spectrum given by S(f) is:

e°(t) = Z
s(f) e df

where:

(4-3)

¢(f) = the phase versus frequency characteristic of the IF amplifier

IG(f)l= the amplitude versus frequency characteristic of the IF
amplifier.

For broadband inputs and narrow band receivers, S(f) will be

virtually constant over the passband at a value S(fl) , so that:
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eo(t :S(f!l lO(fllo [÷ df (4-4)

Because !G(f)! is an even function of frequency and _(f) is an odd

function, this reduces to:

eo(t) = 2S(f I) flG(f)l cos E2_ft + _(f)l df

So J

(4-5)

Frequently, the important output quantity is the peak of the

resulting output waveforms° It may be shown that for IG(f)[ with even

symmetry around the center frequency fl' and for _(f) with odd symmetry

and linear around fl' the maximum of the output is:

where:

S = S(fl) _ and is the Fourier spectrum of the input at the band

center_

Be _ _o s_l df_ amlifiandD _s erthee effective impulse bandwidth of the

For nonoverlapping_ irregularly spaced,

nonconstant amplitude pulses, the peak value obtained with each pulse can

be determined using the formulas above. Ignition noise, typically, falls

into this category.

The foregoing may be used to determine the IF amplifier output

mean square value and peak value when random or impulse inputs, respectlvely_
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are applied. IIuw the normg_l function of the receiver is impaired depends

haw on the deteeto_ and the use made of th_ receiver output.

Remedies for broadband noise which overlaps the receiver band must

take advantage of _eg_cs "_ _............ w_,_c,,are kr_own to exist between the form of

the signal and the noise in the time domain. A review of methods of dealing

with noise of a discrete impulse nature appears in Reference 35. The most

common methods used are (1) limiting_ and (2) bla___king,both done before the

broadband pulses have been filtered in the IF amplifier. The principle here

is that this sort of noise, having short duration and large peak value, can

be limited above the level of the desired signal, or can be totally blanked

out for its brief duration. In either case the signal is eliminated for

the duration of the impulse, but this hardly ever causes any loss of infor-

mation. In the case of the llmlter the original large amplltude pulse is

replaced by a smaller one thereby reducing the impulsive spectral magnitude

in the desired passband. It is evident that a filter preceding the limlter

or blanker will widen the interference pulse and make these processes less

effective as _o!se reducers°

Blanking systems require information on the location of the

impulses° Systems for eliminating the periodic pulses of a nearby radar

system may use direct synchronization from the radar source. Where there

is no access to the source, the receiver itself must sense the pulse in

one branch in order to eliminate it in a second branch. The limiter is

much simpler, frequently using a manual setting of the clipping level by

operator for best reception. A technique cited in Reference 35 (ch. ll, 19)

for counteracting impulse noise is to pre-smear the information prior to

transmission and to re-assemble it after detection. The re-assembllng process

smears the
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impulse over a wlde-tlme interval thus reducing its effect.

The rejection of broad1_n_ incoherent noi$.e which is dense and

uniformly dlstr_huted in time, e.g., Gausslan noise, is a well-treated

problem of comm_icatlon theory and will not be pursued here in any detail.
R

Briefly, an adv_ _tage is obtained by using a modulation process which builds

distinguishable characteristics into the signal which the detector then

uses to help in identification. A matched filter detector, for instance,

uses a priori information about the shape of the signal pulses to discriminate

between signal and noise (Reference 35). In general, broadband modulatlon

methods designed to achieve better output quality in the face of Gausslan

noise at the price of increased bandwidth will often do the same Job for

interference.

The term co-channel interference is reserved for interference

situations involving communications systems which have been assigned

equal, or nearly equal, carrier frequencies. Co-channel assignments are

ordinarily made when the probability of an encounter between the two systems

is insignificant: Such systems are either separated physically by large

distances or do not operate at the same time. Sometimes, because of

unusual propagation conditions, or as in the case of satellite transmitters,

where co-channel sources do exist but are not often expected to be in view,

/

simultaneously, interference on this account will arise.

Naturally, the linear portion of the receiver will handle both

signals. If c_e of these is ultimately suppressed, it will be because of

the nature of the detector.
#

The term adjacent-channel interference is reserved for the case

of interference between communication systems which have been assigned

neighboring channels. Channel spacing policy varlesj but, for our
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purposes, adjacent _ill be viewed as meaning separation by an amount greater

than the averse of the two signal bandwldths. An exaggerated s_tuat_on ot

this nature is indicated in Fig. 4-2 where energy on the skirt of the

adjacent-channel signal spectrum overlaps the bandpass characteristic of

the receiver. A,_ a _,I_, _o_ .....+- -_ _--- ,-_--_---_ ......

the same locality are avoided. While in the typical case the sensitivity

__n this mode is low c_mpared to the In-b_id sensitivity, receivers located

close to an adjacent-channel transmitter are exposed to very l_rge magnitudes
t

of unwanted signals.

Estimates are apt to be made in one of three ways--by treating the

unwanted signal as a pure slnusold, or as a broadband waveform perfectly

centered in the band, or as a broadband waveform centered far enough away

from the tuned frequency so that the unwanted spectrum is nearly constant

over the receiver band. The first of these will be useful for estimating

both co- and adjacent-channel effects. The second is appropriate for

co-channel situations and the third is appropriate for adjacent-channel

interference. In the latter case, since the bandpass filter is

exposed to a portion of the one sldeband of the unwanted signal, the noise

output is usually in unintelligible garble. It would appear to be a fair

guess that the effect is not much different from the effect of thermal

noise of equal mean square value_ We therefore estimate the spectral

density of the unwanted signal at the receiver band center and, as in the

case of non-periodlc broadband no_se discussed above, determine the mean

square value of the IF amplifier output by use of (h-2).
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One momew.hat different mechanism involving only linear phenomena

_.e '_he pene_r&tton ot unbranded st$r_:Ls _htoh _ro oen_ored at _ pass

frequency within the receiver. For instance, a large amplitude signal

centered at one of the IF amplifier frequencies may manage to get by

the input selective circuits to the IF amplifier in question. Once there,

it proceeds down the rest of the receiver in a normal manner. To overcome

this sort of difficulty, the input circuit selectivity and/or stray paths

to the sensitive circuits must be controlled. As would be expected,

the most susceptible frequency is that of the first IF amplifier, but

co_slderatlon needs to be given to all other internal bands used.
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4.1.1 _Adjac_en t Channel I nte_rferenc___ee

TWo satellites, with closely-spaced adjacent channel frequency

assignments, can result in interference within a given receiver. To

illustrate, two examples of such situations will be analyzed assuming,

respectively, interfering unmodulated and modulated (broadband) slgnals.

In the latter case, random noise modulation will be assumed.

Two satellites, A and B, are assumed within the antenna beam

of a given ground receiving station antenna. At the receiver the average

power in the satellite A signal is the mean-squared voltage, Xa 2, and the

average power in the satellite B signal is Xb 2. The respective ground

station received frequencies from the two satellites are fa and fb"

fa = fl + Afl

fb = f2 + Af2

where, fl = carrier frequency of the signal transmitted by satellite A

f2 = carrier frequency of the signal transmitted by satellite B

Af I = Doppler shift of signal transmitted by A, and

Af2 = Doppler shift of signal transmitted by B.

The receiver selective circuits are assumed to consist of n single-

tuned parallel RLC type circuits. From equation (2-21), the relative

response of these circuits is written

n
m u

2

I fro21H (f) -- 1 +,
n
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where B is the 3 dB bandwidth of one single tuned circuit. Hn(f )

becomes, in terms of the receiver passband 3 dB bandwidth, B3 dB'

=ny2

Hn(f) -- I- 1 + .,
[--- B_'3d_ --]

When the receiver is tuned to the frequency, fa = fo' that is

when the station is tracking satellite A, the power, P!' of the

unmodulated interference slg_l from satellite B in the receiver pass-

band is given by

To give a numerical example the parameters are assumed as

follows

n--3

fa = fl + Afl = 136,200 kHz + 2.0 kHz = 136,202 kHz

fb = f2 " Af2 = 136_230 kHz - 3.0 kHz = 136, 227 k/Cz

B3 aB = 30 kHz

X 2 = 10-16 watt
a

m

Xb 2 = 3 X i0 -15 watt

The 3 dB bandwidth of n cascaded slngle-tuned circuits is given by

B3 dB = B _2 I/n - l

where B is the 3 dB bandwidth of one slngle-tuned circuit. Similarly,
the 6 dB bandwidth is given by

_6 dB= _r_i/n.1
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The integral above, by an appropriate change of variable, can be

mdueed _o • It_ndard integral (e.g., ref. _3, P. 1068, e_. 13) mr l_e

fOa_

_ere c - t i B3 dB _ • -_[21/: I] ,b:l,

" ., bf '=•"r B3_B _3d_

y2. (f._.)2
_3 dB

The receiver selective circuits are assumed to constst 0£

three siagle tuned stages, i.e., n , 3, making • _ 1.0. For n - 3,

lntegrati_, changing the wLriahle ¥ t_ck tot, and lnaerti_ 1;be upper

and lover £ntesration frequency limits result in

Pj. " ti B3dBK

In the example below, the parmneters of the first example and

- 30 kHz are assumed. The following values then can he _r_ltten from

their definitions above.

•, _ =, - ].o"z6 vatt/k_oo '



af = 1.33, bf = 0.33, K _ 0.267

K = 10"16 x 30 x 0.267
Pi = _i B3 aB

= 8 X I0"16 _tt (-121 d_n)

m

•Assuming that the desired signal power, Xa2 , gets into the

receiver, the resulting signal-to-interference ratio, S, after the.

selective circuits is.
J

s x2 lO"16

Y = P--q- 8 X lO"16 0.]25
or -9 dB

This, too, represents an interfering situation.

0 dB _=_
/rl_ fReceiver band-pass

/ I _ characteristic
-3dB_ I

'/_---_ B-_ Power of spectral density

/ ! 3 dB_ / of undeslred signal

AB fb AB fq _b'-Z _b +T

Figure 4"3

Illustration of unwanted slgnal spectrum and the receiver tuning characteristic.
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4.2 NONLINEAR I_RUSION

Nonlinear mechanisms arise as a result of inade_uate ,rejection of
_°

the unwanted signal in the input filter circuits of the receiver that is

followed by some nonlinear process in an electronic device. Less common

nonlinear admission mechanisms involved imperfect jo!r_s between conductors

prior to the receiver filter circuits, which give rise to nonlinear Junction

effects. Except in unusual cases, the level of input signal required to

create an effect in the presence of a deslred s_gnal is several tens of

t

decibels greater than the desired signal. That is, the undesired signal

level required to register an effect is such that c cmmunlcatlon transmitters

are usually the only significant sources. _rthermore, the spurious

transmitter outputs are rarely large enough to be significant so that only

the main signal needs to be considered. Natural noise sources and incidental

sources of man-made noise are rarely found to be important in these modes.

There are exceptiuns, however, so that such possibilities must not be

dismissedwlthout some examination of the environment.
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_.2.1 Spurious Res@onses

The spurious responses of a receiver will be the result of
%

nonlinearity in an early stage which gives rise to harmonics of incoming

signals, nonlinearity in the mixer which results in oscillator and signal

harmonics, and frequency _.multiplication in the local oscillator ar_ its

related circuits. At each frequency of tuning another set of possible

spurious response frequencies exist and each of these sets has its own

level of s i&nlificance.

Spurious responses arising in mixers can often be described by

the following mechanism. The nonlinear device (a transistor diode or

vacuum tube) has an output-input characteristic specified by a power series:

N

Z ny = an X

n=O

The mixing operation occurs with the simultaneous application of a signal,

Xs(t), and oscillator voltage, Xo(t), where:

Xs(t) = Vs(t ) cos (S_st + _s ) (4-8)

Then

Xo(t).= A cos _ot (4-9)
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y(t) =

N

an _|(t) +xo(t)_ n

n-O

N n

n k (n-k)
% 7, (_)vs (t)oos _ (Os_ + _s). A _n-_ cos Oo _

n=O k=O

(_-lO)

and cosPx which is a periodic function can be expanded (Reference 36) in

a Fourier series so that when the above equation is written out as a sum

of individual cosine terms, all frequencies,

O

where ,_

m = O, l, 2, ..., N

n = O, i, 2, ..., N

m +n = O, i, 2, ..., N

may be found in the result.

Whenever one of these frequencies coincides with the intermediate

frequency, a potential spurious response frequency is said to exist.

* The expansion of cosPx in a terminating Fourier series is given by

= cos px + p cos (p-2)x

1 p'+_ °os(p-_)x+ + 22' "'" -

when p is even.

term, which is;

,, _ (4-_os)

When p is odd, the sum is the same except for the last

That is,

p!

ooox
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any input frequency which satisfies the equatic_

(± _ * _lf) (4-_) •
S m

with ar_....wmb_natlon_ of the signs, is a poSe_÷_a_1 _2_........._-_ response frequency.

Frequently, the signal component, x (t), is small compared to

the oscillator component, Xo(t), and terms involving xsk(t) with k > l,

can belgnored. The significant portion of (4-10) is then,

N

(n-l)(t) • x (t) = g(t) x (t) (4-13)Yl (t) = nan Xo s s

n=l

The quantity g(t) is the transconductance as a function of time when an

oscillator voltage, xo(t), is applied. That is, the transconductance is the

derivative of (4-7)

N

g = dYdx = _ nan x(n'l) (4-14)

n=l

Then writing x = Xo(t) = A cos mot , we obtain

N N-I

A(n'l) cos(n-l) _ t = 7. gn cos n_ t (4-15)g(t) _. o o
6__3
n=l n=O

The last term on the right of (4-15) is the form which would be obtained

if cos (n'l) _ t is expanded according to (4-10a) and all terms of llke
O

harmonic were collected. . Thus from (4-13) ,

fPtgn cos (_S " r_o)t + _s
n=O

+ COS (U)s

vs (t)

Yl(t)-- 2
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That is, frequencies, (_s ± r_o) will be obtained. The quantity (gn/2)

is the conversion transconductance corresponding to the n'th oscillator

harmonic. It may be noted here that if g(t) is a pure cosin_ wave at the

frequency _o(that is, if g versus x is a straight line over the region of

oscillator swing),then the only output frequencies are _ • _ . Some
S O

electronic devices do, in fact, come fairly close to this ideal over a

portion of their operating range, and from the viewpoint of interference

operation ought to be restricted to this range. However, designers frequently

do not, or cannot easily, control the oscillator level into the mixer.

Maximum conversion transconductance at the fundamental frequency (at radian

±
frequency _s _o) is obtained with large oscillator input and this often

results in more than a proportionate increase in the conversion transeon-

ductance to harmonics. Then, too, the output of variable-frequency

oscillator is rarely constant over the tuned range; the harmonic conversion

gain generally varies over the band.

When the mixer is a diode, as it often is in microwave receivers,

the h_rmonic mixir_ ca_n_notordinarily be avoided. An ideal diode acts, in

effect, like a switch which is turned off and on by the local oscillator

at its own frequency. The signal voltage is therefore being multiplied by

a square wave switching function. The square wave contains all odd harmonics

of the oscillator frequency so that harmonic mi_ing involving all odd

oscillator harmonics is unavoidable. In a real diode the preceding is some-

what modified but the principle is essentially the same. A more precise

evaluation of the harmonic conversion for a crystal mixer is obtained by

using the diode i - v (current - voltage) characteristic. This is given

by
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i = Is(car- i)

where I is the reverse saturatlcn current
S

'_'is a constant which in theory is e/E_ (_ 40)

e is the electronic charge = 1.602 X lO-19 coulomb

K is the Boltzmann's constant = 1.S8 x lO"23 Joules/°K

T is temperature in degrees Kelvin

Therefore,

di av

g = _ = als¢

When

v=Acosmt
O

g(t) = ais¢ (aA cos _o t)

-aIsLIo(_) ÷ 2 _ In(eA) c°s _o t]
n=l

In (aA) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order "n" (n=O,l,2..)

and of argument (aA) (Reference 36). The conversion transconductance as
!

defined in (4-15), is

gn = 2alsIn(aA) (4-2o)

From Bessel function theory it will be found that for values of (aA) apt to

be used here (ranging around 10) values of I (aA) up to about n = 6 are of
n

the same order of magnitude. That is, harmonic conversion will be very

significant for the sixth harmonic of the oscillator. For higher values of

the argument (aA) the value of In(S-A) becomes significant for even greater
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values of' n':

The relative levels of interference to signal magnitude are not

so easily calculated for the reason that the gains up to the mixer of all

possible interfering signals at all frequencies of tuning are not ordinarily

P_o_. Furthermore, the oscillator level and harmonic and subharmonic

content as a function of tuned frequency are not ordinarily known. It is

_,ore common to measure the intensity of the spurious response than to cal-

culate them. The usual procedure is to set the tuning control to three

points in each band, the center and the vicinity of the band extremes, and

to tune an input signal generator through the regions of potential response

at each point. The ratio of signal to interference carrler-voltage levels

at the input required to give equal outputs is the observed quantity. The

ratio may depend on the input lewl. The intensitM of the spurious responses

nevertheless can be calculated in many cases. EspeciallM when only

approximate values are needed. An example of calculation of the spurious

response intensities is giwn below.
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Let N = 3 in (b.-7). Then expandtr,.g (4-10) we get,

YCt) = ao + alv s(t) cos (COst + _s ) + alA cos O_ot _,

i o !-_ 2,_ i a2Vs2(t)+_ _2"s _; +A2) +_ cos 2(_st + _s )

1 2 t + a2Vs(t) A cos [(o_ -O_o)t + _s]+ _ a2A cos _0 S

+ a2v s(t)A cos [(O)s + COo)t + Cs]

+ oo,

+[_ a3Vs3(t)+ 3 a3A2vs(t)_ cos (COst + _s)

1
+_ a3Vs3(t) cos 3(O_st + _s ) + _ a3A3 cos 3_ot

•+_ a3Vs2(t)A cos[(_o s = O_o)t +2_s_

+ _ a3Vs2(t)A COS _S +c_O)t +2_S]'

- +_ a3v s(t)A 2 cos _a_s - _o)t + _s]

+ _A cos + a%)t + _s

From the collection of components in (4-21) we consider the

ones wherein the undesired signal, now written o_SI, is such that (see (_-12))

_SI " _o = _ _if

The receiver is tuned to the component, now written mSD'

c_SD °_o = _if
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Supposefor instance that _SD = 140 MHz, _o = llO MHz, _If = 30 MHz.

Thon

mSl = _ _ = 25O MHzo _if 190 MHz

From (4-21) the desired component at the mixer output is

D = a2 vs(t) A cos

and its peak is

D = a2AVsD

where VSD is the peak of Vs(t) and the signal input is the desired signal.

The undesired componentls

and its peak is

where VSl is the peak of Vs(t) and the signal input is the undesired signal.

The ratio of desired to undesired levels at the mixer output is therefore

and VI, the undesired receiver input peak, then

D)i 4a2 VD
Y nput - 3a3AKVI

D 4% VsD (4-22)

VSD and VSI are the peak levels at the MIXER input. However, this ratio

ought to be obtained at the receiver input and this depends upon the

preselector gain factor. If we write VD, the desired receiver input peakj

(4-23)

where K is the gain of the undesired signal relative to the desired one

in the RF circuits preceding the mixer. For instance, if two single

t,n_ed circuits, each of bandwidth, B = 15 MHz, are used in the RF stage then
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from (2-23) for the 190 MHz interference component (k = 2),

If now we use the values of a2 and a3 given in Section 2.1.1 and assume

the oscillator level A = lO volts we obtain from (4-23),

D 4 × 2.6 × lO"5

Y = 3 X 8 x 10-7 X i0 X 2.25 X 10-2

vD vD

vq:

• D
For equal output to desired and undesired components, _ '-i, the input

ratio must be

VI
-- = 192.5 - 45.7 db
vD

Thus the spurious response is said to be 45.7 db below the response to

a desired signal.

Figure h.4 shows a plot of equation (h-12) relating tuned

frequency, fSD' and potential frequency of response, fsI' for several

values of m and n for a receiver coverlr_ _ range from lO0 to _vv_MHz,

and having an oscillator frequency, fo' set 30 MHz below the tuned frequency.

Measured or computed values of strength of response may be indicated on

the diagram at the appropriate points as shown on the llne labeled

fsI = 2fo " flf at fSD = l_O MHz. Or, for each spurious response llne on

Fig. 4-4_correspondlng curve can be plotted as shown in Fig. _-5, showing

the relative response at each tuned frequency.

The reduction method that applies to the nonlinear mechanisms

of generation and admission is filtering in appropriate places and
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fsI: 2fo+fif fsl = 2fo- fir

250 ,- / fsz = fso

/ (2fo+fif)/2

__ _ _ ;_;_="_::: fsz=(fo+ fif)/2so _ _ _ fsz=ifo - fir }/2

__ "-- 'I: fit
....
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D_IRED FR_UE_CY, fSD

-45

-40

- 35

f

Ioo Ito =4o t6o leo too

fso (MHz I

g_o_ 4-5

REIATIVE RESPONSE SIGNAL TO I_I_RFERENCE FOR

_UAL OUT_S
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reduction of the input levels. For instance, th_ spurious response

of a receiver is increased _hen _he local oscillator is made to drive the

mixer over a wider range. While the desired conversion efficiency might

be increased somewhat, the "harmonic conversion" efficiency is also

increased and, beyond a certain point, oroDortionately more than the

desired effect. To keep the spurious response down, additional filtering

prior to the mixer can be used. There is a trade-off then between cost

of additional filtering and the increased gain which ought to be -

considered as a general rule. The region over which the mixer is operated

should be as near square-law as possible.

h.2.2 Inter- and Cross-Modulation

Inter- and cross-modulation, discussed under transmitter

mechanisms (Section 2.4) are important also in receivers. The mechanisms

are essentially the same. Intermodulation in receivers is, however, the

result of two or more unwanted signals present simultaneously at the input.

Cross-modulation is the transfer of information from an undesired carrier

onto the desired one. In either case it is the nonlinearity in a circuit

near the input which is the cause.

Intermodulation is the more important of these mechanisms and is

discussed further here. It becomes especially important when a range of

frequencies is subdivided into separate communication channels and when a

number of these channels, which are closely spaced must be used slmultaneously.

Then two unwanted signals of the form (2-36) and (2-37) of Section 2.h,

give rise to a component of the form i
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when the nonlinearity is of the third degree. As was pointed out in

Section 2._ this component is eignifleant because (_ - u)2) is no_

too different from either frequency if _i and _2 are not far apart. It

should be clear that the component at frequency (_2 " _l ) is significant,

too, for the se-me reason.

It will similarly_be found that with three channels at frequencies

fl' f2' and f3' intermodulatlon products of the kind discussed above

(that is, those products near in frequency to the original generating

frequencies but not coincident with them), are:'

a. fl + f2 " f3

b. fl " f2 + fs

c. 2f I - f2

d. 2fI - f3

e. 2f2 " fl

f" 2f2 - f3

g" 2f3 " fl

h. 2f3 - f2

The even-degree terms in the output-input Taylor's expansions also give

rise to intermodulation components, but they are all far from the range

of frequencies in question. Though the third-degree term is generally

the most important, the fifth-degree term may have to be accounted for

also. Possible interference components due to flfth-degree nonlinearity

are of the form:

a. fl + f2 + f3 " f_ " f5

b. 2fI + f2" fs"

c. fl + f2 + f3 " 2f_
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d. 2f I + f2 " 2f S

e. Sfl - f2 " f3

f. 3f I - 2f2 .

These are only representative forms; the subscript on the frequencies

above may be permuted in any way among the assigned frequencies. Thus,

if there are lO frequencies, 3f7 - eflo , or fl " f2 + f3 " f4 + f5

are frequencies which can be significant. Techniques for channel

selection to avoid interference are given by Babcock (Reference 38) and

also by Beauchamp (Reference 39).

Tests of susceptibility to intermodulatlon in actual receivers

have been described in detail. McLenon (Reference 40) applied signals

to commercial grade receivers to give potential Intermodulatlon at

5.1 MHz. He obtained a resultant interference carrier level of 0.5_v for

inputs ranging from 0.O1 volt to O.1 volt. The highest input was required

in a receiver which had two tuned circuits before the first amplifier tube.

A sample calculation of the magnitude of intermedulatlon inter-

ference will now be given. Thlrd-degree nonlinearity is assumed. Carrying

out an expansion similar to that given in (4-10) but with Xs(t ) and xo(t )

replaced by two incoming signals xl(t ) and x2(t ) as given by (2-36) and

(2-37), and with n = 3, an output interference component

Yl(t) = _ Vl2(t) v2(t) cos (_i " c°2)t' ' (4-25)

is obtained. (_l " _2 ) = _o is the tuned frequency of the receiver. A

desired signal, Xs(t ) cos _o t, entering the receiver at the same time will

result in an output term determined by the first-degree term (with

coefficient al) of the Taylor series. Thus, Ys(t) = aI Vs(t) cos _ot"
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The signal-to-interference ratio, I' is defined as the ratio of

the coefficients of these two components, or,

s Vs(t)
-- (4-26)

vl2(t) v2(t)

If, for simplicity, vl(t), v2(t), and Vs(t ) are taken as constants,

Vl, v2, and v , respectively, and the two unwanted signal amplitudes ares

assumed equal so that vI = v2, then the signal-to-lnterference ratio

is unity when:
1

For instance, if

v = I0 x i0 -v volt
s

aI = 5 × 10-3 mho

= 5 X i0"5 ampere/volt 3
a3

then vI = O.11 volt. At VHF a spacing of about 150 feet between transmitting

sources and the receiving antenna, assuming 50-watt tr-_usmitters, will give

such a value.

vI is the amplitude at the input to the nonlinear element but

the amplitude at the antenna terminals can be greater than this figure.

The selectivity of the input circuit may not be sufficient to cause much

attenuation to the unwanted signals. The input unwanted signal voltage

can thus be about O.11 volt, also.

In the case of cross-modulation a_islng from thlrd-degree

nonlinearity the interference component, involved is (again using
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(2-36), (2-37), and expanding in a form such as _-i0 with

v2(t ) cos t + _2(t viewed as the desired signal),

3a3 Vl2(t)v2(t) _ ]Yl = 2 cos _2t + _(t)

This component contains a mixture of sidebands from the unwanted vI and

the _nted v2 o_-_°_._. Since _ho..._dos_d_.._ c___ponent is, in this case,

Ys(t) = alv2(t)cos [a_2t + _2(t)]

the slgnal-to-interference ratio, defined as the ratio of coefficients of

ys(t)andyi(t)is

s 2al (4-29)

y = 3a3v12(t)

Only large-amplltude unwanted signals will make this ratio significant.

When the slgnal-to-lnterference ratio is unity,

Vl( ):LNJ

For example, if values of aI and a3 given in page 88 are used

vl(t) = 8.165 volt

.. 4.2.3 Desensitization

Desensitization refers to a reduction in over-all receiver gain,

or sensitivity or both, when a large unwanted signal enters the receiver.

The interference signal alone may not even be observed if it is lelther
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unmodulated or modulated in a _ay to which the receiver is nonreceptlve.

T_ical mechanisms of desensitization are as follows.

A large amplitude unwanted carried passing "through a receiver

_o.4_ automatic gain cc_trol will sometimes depress the _o_,o_ gain.

The gain control voltage is determined by the carrier level at the detector

input and any signals here will affect it. In envelope detector systems, in

FM receivers, and in receivers using frequency tracking a large undesired

signal will tend to "capture" the detector.

Desensitization is also encountered when unwanted signals are

sufficient to overload one of the early receiver stages. This effect may

be found to occur even with unwanted signals at frequencies relatively

far from the receiver tuned frequency because of the large bandwidth of the

initial stages. The mechanism varies according to the circuit. The

unwanted signal may overload the first active device causing the desired

signal to be suppressed during periods of saturatiun and cutoff; this usually

occurs due to a lowering of the effective Q of the tuned circuit. In

systems having RC networks for bias generation, or automatic gain control

in the early stages, overload will cause a change in bias and _a reduction

in gain. The bias is sustained for an interval of time depending on the

RC time constant and the peak value of the undesired signal.

Low duty cycle pulsed signals, such as radar emissions, can be

especially troublesome because of their large peak amplitudes. Microwave

radar interference to low frequency communications systems by overload of

an early receiver stage is not uncommon, largely because the lumped input

tuned_clrcults are virtually useless as filters to microwave energy. Once
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the unwanted pulse appears at the input amplifying device it will act

according to one of the mechsnisms described in the previous _ragraph.

Even low duty cycle unwanted pulse signals, Without charging networks being

present, may be a source of interference. Two mechanisms are discussed in

T,I_ fnl 1 nwt D_ nsrA._","s.nl_m,

(a) Broadband signals such as pulsed radar signals, if admitted

at least as far as the first amplifier stage of l_-frequency receivers,

may, if large enough, be detected in the amplifier. Their sidebands may

contain energy in the receiver passband at the point of detection.

Furthermore, distortion of the detection components will sometimes increase

the bandwidth of the sidebands. Broadband signals of the kind mentioned

above may have bandwidths to about 15 MHz or even larger depending upon the

radar parameters. Taking into account possible sldeband distortion, this

mechanism should be considered potentially significant through the HF band.

(b) An unwanted signal which would ordinarily be rejected by

the receiver will sometimes cause interference by transferring its information

sidebands to the carrier of the desired signal_ Large-amplitude pulsed

signals which are admitted to the first amplifier stage and cause input

circuit overloads create, essentially, a short circuit across the tuned

circuit for the period of the pulse. The desired signal is therefore

altered at the pulse rate and this is, in effect, a modulation of the

desired carrier by the pulse information. No charging networks need be

involved here. When unwanted signals are not so large as to cause overload

directly at the input, the nonlinear Input-output characteristic of the

active device may still be a cause of cross-modulatlon.
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In Section 4.2.1 it was pointed out that diode mixers act

n_turally as harmonic mixers to create spurious responses. They are also

subject to desensitization effects (Reference _i). The effect is found to

arise in microwave receivers, e.g.3 radar receivers, where the mixer is the

first electronic device following the input terminals. It can be shown

that the conversion transconductance (defined by g(t) in eq. (4-19)) is

altered by the presence of a large unwanted signal. A more important effect,

however, appears to be connected with mismatch; the effective impedance of

the IF output of the mixer is altered by the unwanted signal. Assuming the

IF amplifier input were matched to the mixer in the absence of unwanted

signals, it will become unmatched when the un_nted signal appears. Tests

re_ ,rted in Reference 41 (pp. 28-29) show a drop in conversion efficiency

by approximately 3 db for an unwanted slnusold equal in amplltued to the

local oscillator signal (Fig. 4-6); the larger the local oscillator input

power to the mixer the larger the tolerable unwanted signal. It was pointed

out above, however, that with increasing local oscillator inputs the

harmonic conversion transconductance gn becomes significant for higher

values of n. A compromise is therefore needed between high local oscil-

lator power to minimize desensitization potential, and low local oscil-

lator power to minimize spurious response potential.

It is evident that with adequate filtering prior to the

active elements in the receiver the effects of nonlinearity in these

elements can be obviated. Ideally, the bandwidth ahead of a potentially

nonlinear element should be equal to the IF amplifier bandwidth but this

will generally be impractical and difficult to accomplish. Unwanted signals
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relatively near the desired band will therefore not always be easy to

reject in the RF amplifier. Wheresuch interference is expected as

would seemto be the case when aircraft signals in the 135-136 MHzband

are encountered it is desirable to use input circuits with large

dynamic range to avoid such effects as overload and desensitization.

The rejection filter would then be the IF ampl[fler. However, sharp

rejection filters (wave traps) especially for rejecting fixed frequency

unwanted signals in an adjacent channel have been devised (References l,

12).

4.2._ Interference Reduction b_ Electrical and Mechanical Separation

In addition to interference reduction by proper choice of the

electronic device and its operating point, and by filtering, certain

evasion techniques should be considered. Electromagnetic signals can be

maintained separately by the use of different frequencies, time sharing,

the use of codes which make different signals separable, spacial separation,

shielding, and the use of different polarizations. For the case of

potential satellite interference to a ground station studies are underway

for establishing methods of frequency assignment to minimize interactions

(Reference 42). In aerospace applications it is not unreasonable to assign

the same frequency to several satellites if they are not expected in the

same place at the same time too often. The use of address codes will

further aid in separating signals. The beacon, for instance, is usually

an unmodulated slnusoid. It could be a pulsed sine wave with a distinctive

coded pulse pattern. The pulse bandwidth requirement is not expected to be

very great and it is likely that the band normall_ allocated is sufficient.
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The use of polarization as a means of separation is an ultimate

possibility though it may not be readily Implemented_at the moment. If

linearly polarized ground antennas would have a cross-polarizatlon rejection

in the order of _0 db then two satellites using the same power and frequency

but having orthogonal polarlzatlo_s could have their transmissions

separated in the ground antennas. To accomplish this would however require

attltudecontrol of the spacecraft antenna. There is, furthermore, the

question of polarization rotation which may arise when the field passes

through the earth's magnetic field and the ionosphere (Faraday Effect).

5.0 SFJRIOUS PATH AIIMISSION MECHANISMS

In a receiving system, the antenna represents the system sensor

and is obviously the most important point of energy pickup. However,

significant amounts of unwanted RF energy may penetrate the system

through other paths.

The energy may penetrate in one of two ways; either as conducted

interference along the power lines and control cables of the system or as

radiated interference in which the energy is able to directly penetrate

the system, due to poor and inadequate shielding.

The two basic forms of energy penetration will be considered

separately and in each case, methods of reducing the unwanted noise will

be discussed. The reduction methods largely involve the use of filters

in the case of conducted noise on cables and the provision of adequate

i

shielding in the case of radiated noise.
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5.1 PENETRATIONTHROUGHCABLES

The basic mechanismsby which noise may penetrate into a

receiver via the Input _cables are illustrated in Figs_ 5-1a, b, and c.
l

!

In Fig. 5-1a, noise is able to enter the receiver directly through

conductive paths. In Figs. 5-1b and 5-ic, however, the noise is

coupled into the input cable through impedance and inductive coupling

respectively. The mechanism of 5-1b is referred to as "common-mode"

interference, while that of Fig. 5-ic is referred to as "differential-

mode" interference. These basic mechanisms will now be further

discussed.

5.i.i Conductive Path

Figure 5-1a is an example of conducted noise transfer from one

unit to another via a common power supply. Since the power source has a

finite internal impedance, the noise existing in one unit gets transferred

to the other unit. Predicting the magnitude of such effects is difficult

since it requires a knowledge of the noise transfer characteristics of

the system as well as the susceptibility of the unit being interfered

wlto_ It is a common _ +....... _c_ice i_,goverr.ment or ir_ustry to set maximum

limits on the allowable conducted noise output from any electrical device

.
or equipment connected to a power line.

5.1.2 Common-Mode Path

This is illustrated in Fig. 5-lb. The ground return is seen to

be common to both loops and also contains some impedance. Consequently,

the two loops tend to couple into each other through the common impedance.

If the impedance of the common branch were zero, there would obviously be

See for example, M_I. Spec., MIL-I-6181D, Interference Control

Requirements, Aircraft Equipment.
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no noise transfer. The obvi6us remedy to this problem is to avoid the

use of common ground returnl. A designer will frequently use separate

grounds, tied to a single common point or he will use a common ground

bus made of thick low impedance material. It should be noted that while

resistance in a common ground return is a very important factor in common-

mode coupling, inductive reactance in the ground return is equally

important at high frequencies. In such a situation, the coupling can only

be remedied by the use of filters.

/

5.i.3 Inductive Coupling
J

Inductive mode coupling is shown in Fig. 5-ic. Due to the

coupling, noise is induced in series with the desired input and flows

in the same direction.

At low frequencies (below 50 KHz ) the coupling between an

identical pair of cables can be accurately determined on either a

theoretical or experimental basis or both. The types of cable commonly

used include the coaxial and the shielded and unshielded pair. At these

frequencies, electrostatic shielding, when it exists, ..'illusually eliminate

any electric coupling between cables. _gnetic coupling depends upon

spacing between conductors and is proportional to the square of this distance.

Inductive coupling can therefore be reduced _o tolerable levels by

maintaining an adequate spacing between cables or by twisting the cables,

in the case where these are open unshielded lines.

A coaxial cable with a solid outer conductor and a perfectly

concentric cross section will not exhibit any coupling. However, in

practice, coaxlal cables contain braided outer conductors, so that some

coupling generally does exist. A typical value of mutual impedance is

lO-6 ohms (i _V induced for one amp flowing).
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At the higher frequencies, quantitative formulas for coupling

between cables are less well kngwn, and those that exist are quite complex.

One of the difficulties is that coaxial cables usually consist of braided

outer conductors for which there is no generally accepted theory.

Indications are that when good quality coaxial cables are used, properly

grounded along their length and properly terminated, one should experience

almost negligible interaction. On the other hand, due to inadequate cable

terminations or discontinuities in the shields, it is possible for signal

voltages and currents to travel on the outside surface of a coaxial cable.

This can be a serious source of coupling, particularly if the frequency

is such that the run of cable is a resonant length wherein substantial

standing waves can exist. In fact, it is true that the incidental

imperfections in Joining and grounding cables are usually the main source

of trouble with interconnectlons between system components. Awareness

and care are obviously necessary.

5.2 FILTERING

The isolation and removal of conducted noise is largely

achieved by means of RF filters. A large number of commercially made

filters are presently available for use in radio interference applications.

As a rule, specific kinds of filters are used in certain sensitive areas.

Among the different types of filters are power llne filters, by-pass (or

feedthrough) filters, harmonic suppressors, and more complicated networks

for use on control and output leads.

The function of such filters is to limit the frequency bandwidth

of the various leads entering and leaving the equipment to that which is

required for undistorted transmission of the desired waveforms. However,
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this is difficult to achieve in practice; uniformly high rejection of all

frequencies outside of a wanted band is virtually impossible to achieve.

There are two basic filter techniques: reflective filtering and

absorptive filtering. In the former, rejection of the unwanted signals

is achieved by comp!etel_ mismatching the circuit at these frequencies.

The unwanted signals "see" either open circuits or short-circuit paths

at the appropriate frequencies. In the absorptive technique the signals

are actually separated and diverted into a separate channel where they

are absorbed in a resistive circuit. The second te_hnlque is used in

those cases where some resemblance of "matching" is to be preserved at

all frequencies, e.g., in generators.

5.2.1 Power Line Filters
, n, ,

Power llne filters are used to prevent unwanted hlgh-frequency

signals from being coupled between equipments by a common power

connection. A common technique is to utilize a "brute force" filter, i.e.,

several ladder sections in which the choice of components is not critical.

Sometimes it is necessary for such filters to have extremely broadband

performance, e.g., filters for screened rooms. In these cases multiple

sections are used, each being designed to reject different portions of

the spectrum. For stringent requirements multiple section filters

combining constant k and m-derived sections may be required. Filters of

this kind may be useful in other applications where lumped parameter

filters are needed. An example of the design of such a filter will be

found in Reference 43, p. 184.

There are a number of constructional precautions which must be

followed in all filters and some particular ones for this class of filters.
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Since substantial amounts of power-line current may be required, the filter

inductors may require rather large sized wire. Thi_ p),Lce_ severe
i

limitations on how much inductive reactance can be Secured.

5.--.-- _'passing and Feedthrou_h _.... _+_

The objective in bypassing is to provide a low impedance shunt

path to effectively "short circuit" unwanted signals. Typically, a capacitor

is used where impedance at the frequency in question is less than a tenth

of that of the circuit being bypassed. It is to be noted that a iO:l

impedance ratio may not be enough in some cases. Unfortunately, it does

not always suffice to merely use a larger capacitor, since these elements

have internal and lead inductance which provide a frequency limit above

which their capacitive properties cannot be realized. (See, for instance,

Reference l_ figure 6.27 for the resonance properties of capacitors.)

The self-resonant property is sometimes utilized to obtain nearly perfect

bypassing in a narrow band of frequencies. Bypassing of input and output

leads can be effectively accomplished using feedthrough capacitors, which

provides a conductive path from one terminal to the other, but gives at

the same time a high capacity (up to 2300 pf) to a bulkhead or mounting

panel. They are available in such small sizes that they can be incorporated

into electrical connectors. In special cases transmission line sections

may be used instead, making use of the impedance transforming property of

a quarter-wave line. However, each such contemplated use must be considered

individually.

Reference i3 provides useful data on modern synthesis and

design of electrical filters. Nany examples are given on the design of

low-pass, high-pass and baud-reject filters. Reference l, Secs. 7.5.h.2
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and 7.5.h.3 give details of filter design at VHF/UHF frequencies and

5.3 GRO_G

by poor grounding practices. Such problems can only be avoided by very

carefhl design of the grounding system. (see References _ and 45)

The grounding system usually refers to the network of conductors

which tie the various parts of a system to some co,non reference point.

This point, designated as "ground", represents a reference potential

to which all signal and power voltages are established. The reference

potential is often represented physically by a surface such as a metal

sheet, provided that the various points on this surface are connected

by sufficiently low resistance paths. All points on the surface can

then be considered to be approximately at the same potential. The

extent to which this approximation holds depends in turn on the electrical

system involved. If, for example, the metal sheet is being used as a

po_er supply ground, then this ground may be carrying a very heavy

current of the order of several amps. Any small resistance in the

path of this current will create a small potential difference across the

ground conductor. This voltage will be insignificant when compared with

the power supply voltage. However, if the same metal sheet is also being

used as a ground return for some signal voltage, this voltage now becomes

very significant in comparison with the signal voltage, since obviously

only a few mlcrovolts of unwanted noise are quite intolerable in signal

clrcuita_ Such an example illustrates how noise is created by the use of

a common path for both power and signal return currents.
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This problem can obviously be avoided by completely separating

the various ne_worka, much am the signal circuit, po_er circuit, control

circuit, etc. which _ogether make up the complete electrical system.

These networks should not be interconnected through common impedances

and common ground returns. Furthermore, care must be taken to see that,

even though a direct connection does not exist, voltages do not become

inductively or capacitively coupled into signal circuits from the power

or control circuits. This generally requires putting signal circuits

and power circuits into separate compartments or drawers, together with

adequate shielding between compartments.

5.3.1 Single Point vs MA11ti_]e Point Ground

Generally, multiple point grounds are preferred by electronic

designers for two reasons:

(1) convenience--circuit construction can be simplified

by returning circuit elements to the nearest appropriate point;

(2) circuit efflclency--at the higher frequencies, the

lead lengths (connections to components) must be kept short in order to

keep the self-inductance of the leads small.

In a multiple point ground system, the various ground points

must be connected together so that the possibility of common current

paths exists. This may produce interaction. In order to avoid this, a

designer will frequently use a single point ground system, particular1,v

at the lower audio frequencies. In a single point system, ground

returns must be kept as short as possible so that the ground point

should be centrally located inside the circuit layout.

When physical separation of the different parts of a circuit is

necessary, the long ground leads in a single point system become
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objectionable, o_ing to the possibility of mutual inductive coupling between

leads. In this case, the single point system becomes impractical and

th_ designer must revert to a multiple point ground system.

When circuits are separated by long distances, cables are

general]_ used to interconnect the system. _"ne use of cables can create

noise problems, as follows :

(1) The length of the cable can be such as to be resorm_nt.

If so, the cable can act as an efficient radiator of energy; it cam also

receive energy radiated from some other source. The possibility of such

radiation can be substantially reduced by connecting the cable at a large

number of points to earth grounds.

(2) The ground connectlcn of the cable provides a common

mode path for coupling of currents that may flow in the earth or reference

grounds. The solution is to use balanced signal circuits, so that undesired

voltages or currents are balanced out of the system.

5.3.2 Balanced Circuits

Fi__,re 5-2 shows the arrangement of a balanced coupling circuit.

Current flowing in the loop formed by the cable shield and the ground will

induce Voltages across the twisted pair signal leads. If these leads are

perfectly balanced, the output voltage at the receiver will be cancelled

out. The use of a balanced cable has therefore eliminated the noise pick-up.

Current in the shield of the cable can be minimized by connecting only one

end of the shield to the ground, as shown, but then a substantial potential

may appear between the end of the shield and the receiver chassis. However,

the balanced cable helps to reduce the effects of this. In particularly
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sensitive circuits the balance may be made adjustable.

The a_ove prtnol_le oan _e _4e mol_ et_eetAve whez_ o_uctlve

coupling is not required in the original circuit, such as when the signal

is ac ar_ transformer coupling can be used. Even with dc, a balanced

system can be used but it may be less satlsfactery. In some cases, dc

to ac inverters have been inserted in signal circuits to avoid thls

d ifficu ity.

5.3.3 Ground Loo2s

Ground loops arise where parallel grounds are found necessary.

For example, where coaxial cable is required for low loss or dlstort_onless

signal transmission, the outer conductor may appear in parallel with the

power supply ground. The appearance of a magnetic field in the loop formed

by the parallel grounds may result in a current induced at the frequency of

the magnetic field. If the magnetic field arises from swltchJng or pulsed

currents, it may have a broad frequency spectrum. To reduce the effects

of such loops the power grounds should be run close to the signal cable,

or triaxial cable may be used so that the portion of the cable may be

insulated from such loop currents.

It may be noted that in a balanced twisted pair signal coupling

can be used. The effects of such loops can be made negligible in the signal

circuit.

5._ P_ETRATION THROUGH SHIELDS

Radiation may be coupled into a susceptible device through a

shield of inadequate thickness, through holes provided for ventilation and

for other purposes, and through imperfectly Joined shield sections. Precise

calculation of shielding effectiveness, even for solid perfectly Joined
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shields_ depend on the form of the shield and the field structure.

Coupling can be both of an electric and magnetic nature, but normally it

is easy to provide electric shielding so that this is usually not a serious

problem. Magnetic shielding is more difficult to provide, particularly at

frequencies below IOOKHz. To avoid uncertainties in critical situations

tests will have to be made of the shielding effectiveness. Such tests

require establishing a known field and measuring the insertion loss.

5.4.1 Nonlinear Effects in Shieldin6 Materials

Interference may also be created by certain nonlinear characteristics

in the metal which forms the equipment shield. This gives rise to cross-

modulation components which become manifested in the receiver output.

Such effects are usually only created when the equipment is in a relatively

strong RF field, such as that which exists in the vicinity of broadcast and radar

transmitters. Nonlinear effects are known to arise in magnetic materials,

such as steel, nickel,' mu-metal, etc., and in corroded metals and corroded

Joints (especially loose Joints). Rough or oxidized surfaces on steel

tend to increase the nonlinear effects. Consequently, if the surface is

coated with a non-magnetic conducting material, such as copper, these

effects become significantly reduced. Welded Joints have also been found

to be superior to riveted or bolted Joints. A recent paper (Reference 46)

gives further details of these effects.

5.5 SHIELDING AND BONDING

For VHF equipment shielding against stray fields is mostly

a problem of providing adequate bonding at the seams and of maintaining

adequate shielding at the ventilation louvres. It is unlikely that the
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shield will be too thin; if the shield is adequate mech_nlcally, then it

will also be adequate electrtcall_r at these frequencte.s.

The function of a shielded enclosure is to terminate the RF

fields which exist both inside and outside the shield. The terminated

fields glve ris_ to surface currents which flow on the inside and outside

surfaces of the metal shield. In a perfect shield, these surface currents

are able to circulate in an uninterrupted manner on both surfaces of the

shield.

However, if there are conductive imperfections at a seam Join lr_

sections of the shield together then part of the inside surface current

will be able to flow to the outside surface and similarly part of the

outside surface current flows to the inside surface. Consequently part

of the field inside the equipment becomes propagated outside the shield

and, in the same manner, part of the outside field is set up inside the

shield. Leakage has therefore resulted due to imperfect bonding in the

metal shield surrounding the equipment.

Perforations, lou;-res, etc., are obviously essential for

adequate ventilation in the equipment. Consequently, it is generally

not possible to have an ideal solid shield. Small perforations in the

metal or sections of conductive screening usually provide satisfactory

shie]_ing at ventilation louvres, since the surface currents will flow

around the openings without appreciably penetrating them. It is mainly

at seams, long louvres and at imperfectly Joined shielded cables that the

surface currents are significantly forced onto the opposite surface.

Whenever conducting seams are required, soldered or welded Joints are

preferred. Pressure Joints must be clean; abrasive gasket material that
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is also conductive, maybe useful. Further details on shielding in

general are given in Ch. 5 of Ref_renc_ S.

5.5.1 Duct and Shaft Filters

Duct filters are sometimes used to improve the shielding inside

ventilation louvres. They consist of an array of parallel closely spaced

tubes. The tubes are conductive and have a narrow cross section.

Consequently, the tubes act llke waveguides below cutoff and possess a

relatively high attenuation to ar_ fields incident on the filter.

When the tube is far below cutoff (k >> kc) the attenuation of the tube

is given approximately by:

(_ = 54.6 dbs/unit length (5-i)
k
C

Figure 5-3 shows the attenuation properties of a circular

waveguide operating well below cutoff. It can be seen that the smaller

the .cross section of the tube, the greater is its attenuation. For

example, suppose that a tube attenuation of 30 db/cm is required in a

certain ventilation assembly. Using Fig. 5-3, it can be seen that a tube

of_about 4 mm radius is needed, using the TEll mode as the "worst case"

(lowest attenuation) mode. The cutoff frequency of the tube is 20 GHz.

The desired attenuation can therefore be obtained at frequencies up to
f

lO GHz. A tube length of 4 cms will therefore provide a total shielding

effectiveness in the filter of about 120 db, which is generally considered

to be more than adequate for most applications.

The use of such ventilation tubes makes the effective attenuation

of these assemblies much more readily calculable than in the case of holes

llO



or louvres in _ i_nel. "Edge" ef£euhs tend to introduce large errors in

the _aXoul_tion of the attenuatlo_ of louvreB.

6.0 INTERFEPd_CE CONTROL

6.1 INSTRUMENTS .A3{D._L_%T/_G /_THODS

The measurement of noise, and susceptibility of equipment to

noise, is a vast field which, in a brief account, is apt to be oversimplified.

A number of military specifications will be found to be germane; e.g.,

MIL-I-6181D, "Interference Control Requirements, Aircraft _kluipment,"

MIL-I-11748B (Sig. C), "Interference Reduction for Electrical and

Electronic _uipment," MIL-I-16910A (Ships), "Military Specification,

Interference Measurement, Radio, Methods and Limits, 14 kc to i000 M:,"

MIL-I-26600 (IF_AF), Military Specification, "Interference Control Requirements,

Aeronautical Equipment." There are other applicable specifications among

which are certain ones which are preliminary at this writing, but which

reveal a mare determined attempt to discover the interference properties of

equipment. Among these are MIL-STD-826(USAF), "Electruaagnetlc Interference

Test Requirements and Test Methods." There are also some recent publications

of non-government groups which apply to tests and test equipment. These
!

are American Standards Association publications, C63.2-1963, "Radio-Noise

and Field Strength Meters 0.015 to 30 Mc/s;" C63.3-196_; "Radio-Noise and'

Field Strength Meters, 20 to i000 Mc/s," and C63.h-1963, "Radio-Noise

Voltage and Radio-Noise Field Strength 0.015 to 25 Mc/s." A publication

of the National Electrical Manufacturers Association, No. I07-196_ on

"Methods of Measurement of Radio Influence Voltage of High Voltage Apparatus,

is also germane.
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It is proper to dlstlng.ulsh between three different kinds of

testin_ methods accordir_ to the purpose of the measurement. In the ft_t_

the measurements are part of the design procedure. The designer will

perform various tests using laboratory apparatus to measure the

interference properties of the equipment being developed. In the second,

measurements are made for the purpose of determining the detailed nature

of noise and how it affects systems. These are tailored to fit

specialized re_ulrements, are do_e in the analysis laboratory or in the

field under conditions simulating actual use, and frequently involve
/

statistical analysis. In the third, the measurements are made on the

final equipment as part of a series of tests to determine general accept-

Ibillty of equipment. The latter follow standard procedures and involve

interference limits which virtually guarantee interference free operation

in nor,_l use. The military and civilian specifications mentioned above

describe tests and test equipment for use in ccnnectlon with measurements
i

falling into the third category. In the following we discuss the latter

in terms of their intent, applicability, and limitations.

The tests are intended to reveal both the susceptibility of

sensitive devices (Section 6.2.1) and the noise generating properties Of

electrical equlpment--in radiation or induction modes, and in conduction

modes (Section 6.2.2). Well established standards have been set by the

military for frequencles up to i000 l_Hz; beyond this frequency the procedures

and limits are still tentative.
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6.2 SUSCEPTIBILITY TESTS

The conventional methods for component susceptibility evaluation

mpke ,,q_ _f two extre_me types of %_vefor_-_the sine _,_ve and the recurrent

impulse. The first is a concentration of energy at one frequency; the

second is a dispersion of energy over a very wide band of frequencies but a

concentration in time. Circuits containing tuned elements are sensitive in

a narrow band and will register a large output when the input energy is

concentrated in their region of sensitivity. Sine Waves are most effective

here. Impulses on the other hand are more effectively used with broadband

circuits because of the larger peak response of such circuits to impulses

of _ given energy than to sine waves of the same energy. Quantitative rela-

tions were discussed in paragraph _.i. The large peak response will

re'real nonlinear mechanisms whleh might otherwise go undetected. Where

overdeslgn against interference is too costly attention should be given

to the expected environment and the tests shon]d be tailored to the need.

For testing purposes, typical impulse sources generate unl-

directional short impulses lasting anywhere from lO "9 to lO "lO secands.

Correspondlng]v, the energy is spread from zero frequency to the 1-10 GHz

range. An RF pulse generator of say, lO "7 seconds pulse duration, will

have the same spectral density as the impulse, over a band of about lO MHz.

Since many potentially interfering pulse sources are, in fact, better
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simulated by the latter, RF pulse testing is, in many cases, advisable.

Tests for certain kinds of nonlinear beh_vLor using sine waves

are also carried out. Susceptibility to subharmonlcs of tuned frequencies

will utilize a single sine wave large enough to create the effect. Some

kinds of nonlineA_r _mecb_-_n!smsrequire more tb_n one sine _wave, e.g.,

intermodulatlon and cross-modulatlon, Finally, it is customary to use a

modulated sine _ave, particularly in testing receivers, in order to get an

ident iflable output.

6.2.1 Conducted SuSceptibility Tests

Conducted susceptibility tests are carried out on electronic

components which are connected to power sources or to other system

components. Such tests ideally are made on all external leads. For

conducted noise on power lines standard procedures have been devised

(see the specifications enumerated above). Typically, (MIL-I-6181D), for
/

measuring susceptibillty to audio voltages in series with the power

llne a setup as shown in Fig. 6-1 is used. The capacitor C acts to

insure low impedance at the power supply at all frequencies of test and

the test is carried out over the entire audio range (50-15,000 Hz).

The effect of the test is to insert an audio Voltage source of a certain

magnitude and impedance in series with the power supply. The various

standard specifications invoke slightly different conditions. One, for

instance, requires that the effective open circuit voltage inserted in

this way be three volts and the impedance be less than 0.6 ohms. Under

these conditions "no change in indication, malfunctioning, or degradation

of performance shall be produced."
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Tests of RF sine wave susceptibility on power lines is also

fairly well standa_dlz_. E_Ch unKrounded l_#" is tested sometLmeo

using the arrangement shown in Fig. 6.2. In effect_,i the noise voltage

from the RF signal generator is applied between a "hot lead" on the power

line and ground. The "impedance stabilization network" is used to

standardize the impedance looking back from the unit under test into

the power source. The impedance looking into terminals l-S on the

network varies from about 5 ohms to about 50 ohms for the conditions

shown over the range of frequencies for which the device is used.

Specifications vary on the conditions to be employed. Typically,

(MIL-I-6181D) the RF sine wave is amplitude modulated at _00-i000 Hz,

and is applied as shown with a carrier level of i/I0 volt over a range of

frequencies from 0.15 KHz to i0 GHz. Under these conditions no indication

on the output or malfunction is permitted. Various deviations from this

procedure are quoted, some merely applying the signal generator from a llne

to ground with any device to isolate the power llne (MIL-STD-826).

Similar procedures are sometimes prescribed for impulse

testing. One specification MIL-i-Ii7_SB requires that the circuit of

Fig. 6.2 be used with a standard impulse generator replacing the

signal generator. Proper functioning is demanded with an impulse spectral

density of 90 db above one mlcrovolt per MHz.

When leads other than the power lead are to be examined similar

methods are used° The specifications listed _bove do not prescribe any

fixed methods and procedures will have to be tailored to the requirements

of the equipment and to £he environment. Broadband inputs to control leads

and to input leads will ordinarily result in some effect since the circuits
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to which the leads are connected are meant to _accept some of the frequency

components in _he broadband scarce. Either inp_ levels of noloe mum_ be
%

appropriately limited, or filters must be used to eliminate noise in the

band to which the device is normally receptive.

The term "proper functioning" is not precisely defined in the

specifications mentioned; it is a m_tter of choice on the part of the

Judge whether or not the equipment is adversely affected. A criterion

sometimes used is that the test noise shall cause no effect beyond that

r_

ca_ Jed by the internal noise of the system.

6.2.2 Radiated Susceptibility Tests

Examples of procedures, whlch again generally differ from one

another only in details, are described in the previously listed military

specifications. All of these specify a slnusoldal test frequency, audio

modulated, and the range of testing extends from 14 KHz to 20 GHz. Impulse

testing has been proposed in some quarters but such methods are not common

practice. All the accepted procedures involve placing the component under

test in a known field, or in a prescribed location with respect to a

standard source, and evaluating the effect. Normal signal inputs such as th_

antenna input on a receiver are terminated in suitable shielded, du_

sources. Tests are carried out with the largest amplitude expected and the

effect, as in the case of conducted susceptibility, is required to be

"insignificant."

A typical test setup is shown in Fig. 6.3 showing the use

of a rod antenna placed some standard distance from the eq_ ipment under

test. This distance is specified as one foot in MIL-I-6181D, one meter

or 7.6 meters depending _ the equipment class in MIL-STI)-826, and 25 feet
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in MIL-I-IIT_B. The latter specification actually allows reduction in

the distance as frequency is increased; the distance quoted is the one

specified for low frequencies and is apropos for measurements with a rod

antenna °

As frequency is increased the rod is replaced by a dipole.

Thee point at _hich the dipole is used is either 25 or 50 MHz depending

/

on the specification used. An untuned dipole is specified in two of the
\

specifications but tuning is used in all cases above 50 MHz. As a

rule, tests should be carried out with the component oriented in a number

of ways; the four sides facing the sources is specified by one test.

The tuned dipole is specified up to i000 MHz. Beyond this,

and sometimes at lo_er frequencies, directive antennas--horns, parabolic

dishes, discones, etc.--are used. At frequencies beyond 50 MHz tests

using both horizontal and vertical polarization are required by MIL-I-IIT_B.

6.2.3 Other Tests

The mechanisms of spurious signal susceptibility described in

Section 4.2 are examined ex_erimentally using various standard test

procedures. A set of such procedures is fully described in MIL-STD-826

and will therefore not be repeated here. Tests are specified in the

aformentioned specification far such mechanisms as:

1. two signal intermodulation;

2. spurious response to a single unwanted signal;

3. cross modulation.

In each case the methods simply involve the use of standard signal

generators as Calibrated sources representing both wanted and unwanted

signals. Generally, however, a great deal of "careis required in setting
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up and performing the tests, since most signal generators, themselves

produce spurious outputs whtch can cause confusion in interpreting test

results. For tunable receivers it may be necessary to make tests at many

points of tuning since the sensitivity to unwanted signals is not constant

throughout. Some standard procedures make compromises here by requiring

tests at a few points in each band of tuning; e.g., points near the edge

/
of each continuously tuned band and one point near the middle of the band.

_IL-STD-826 requires scanning throughout a frequency range. This naturally

i: a time consuming operation. As a rule the responses will be found where

they are expected and it may save much time, particularly for testing at the

production stage, to examine only those points at which responses are

expected.

A point to be borne in mind when testing for spurious

response, cross-modulation, etc., is that the response magnitude will

not always be linearly related to the input signal levels. The mechanisms

are nonlinear and the interference response is nonlinear. Tests should

be carried out using the -_xlmum ,,_nwantedsignal input level for _hich

interference protection is required.

6.3 TESTS OF NOISE OUTPUT

Tests of noise output are carried out using set-ups which

are not too different from those used for susceptibility testing. The

important distinction being that a Radio Frequency Interference (RFI)

measuring instrument replaces the signal (or impulse) generator. RFI

measuring instruments are available for frequencies ranging from low

audio into the microwave range. Though manually tunable instruments are

used most often there is a tendency today to utilize either mechanically
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tuned devices to speed up data. collection, or electronically swept spectrum

• r_tlyzers,

The two major problems of measurement are the following. First,

measurements of electromagnetic fields at distances close to the source are

variable, depending heavily on antenna location and on surrounding objects.

Unlike meaeurements taken In the far field of a source, measurements in the

near field are almost impossible to extrapolate to give the field level at

other distances. However, if measurements are attempted at a distance

from the source the measured value is naturally smaller and the effect of

other sources in the environment begin to be felt. Though shielded enclosures
/

!

for tests are not always demanded they are often used. The maximum distance

is naturally restricted in such instances. The second problem concerns the

measure of the noise itself (Reference 47). The instruments under discussion

all have a moderately narrow RF-IF band; typically, bandwldths are in the

order of 0.i-i per cent of the tuned frequency. For the measurement of

pure einusolds all the instruments can be calibrated to give the same

reading. For brc_d-ba.nd inputs the readings will depend on the detailed

nature of the input, on the bandwidth, and on the function performed by

the detector following the RF-IF amplifier. Three kinds of detectors will

be found on standard Instruments--namely, average of envelope detector,

peak detector, add quasl-peak detector. Some instruments contain all

three_ and some omit the quasl-peak detector. The average of the envelope

detector resxls, as the name indicates, the average of the envelope of the

output of the IF amplifier. The peak detector reade the peak value of

the IF amplifier output. The quael-peak detector echematlcally shown in

Fig. 6._s which reads less than the peak value is, in effect, defined by
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its charging and discharging time constants. In American standards the

charging and discharging times (measured by applying a sine wave stop

input and determining the time to reach 63% of the final output, or by

suddenly removing the input and determining the time required to fall

63% of the way to zero) are 1 millisecond and 600 milliseco,_s, respectively.

The response of such instruments to various inputs, assuming all

of them have been calibrated to read the root-mean-square value, E, of

an applied sine wave is shown in Table 6.1 (Reference _8). Indicated

here is the reading obtained with an RMS detector, too, though instruments

are not ordinarily equipped with such a device. The impulse input is a

periodic pulse which occurs with a period not so high that successive

pulses will overlap one another in the RF-IF amplifier. The quantity Si

is defined as the impulse strength and is twice the Fourier spectral
/

intensity at the tuned frequency (see Section 4.1). For a pulse of duration

v (1 >> tuned frequency) and height A

si --2AT (6-i)

For the quasi-peak response to periodic impulses of the

sort described the reading depends on the recurrence frequency of the

pulses, on the bandwidth, and on the time constants. This dependence is

shown in Fig. 6.5. The bandwidths, etc., in Tabl4 6'_ are defined in

Section _. I.

6.3.1 Conducted Noise Measurements

Fmasurements of the noise level fed out of a piece of electrical

apparatus on the power input llne, are frequently carried out using the

set-up of Fig. 6.2. The RF signal generator is replaced by an RFI measuring

instrument. The llne stabilization network prevents variability of the
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Table 6. i

RESPONSE OF RIFI ME_ER

Detector Function

Input

Sine Wave

Periodic
Impulses

(rate=f per
P sec. )

Random Noise

Peak

E

SIBe

mm

Average

E

o.884

Q.P,

(i ms-600 ms

E

siP(a)Be

1.820_

RNS

E

Si i_"_pBp

N, Be, and Bare defined in Section 4.1. ' .:.....

power line impedance from_ffectlng the readings." Alternative methods are

suggested in some places involving capacitlve'connectionto the llne,

particularly in instances where the power drawn by the equipment under

test is high. Another procedure involves an inductive measurement of

the noise current on the llne using a clamp-on toroidal coil. In this

latter method the RF impedances of the power source and the llne do affect

the readings. These methods can also be used on other interconnecting

cables, suehas control lines.

6.3.2 Radiated Noise Measurements

Measurements of noise field in the vicinity of an electrical

device are made in a set-up essentially that of Fig. 6.3, with the

antenna feedinga standard RFI measuring instrument. As in the case of

susceptibility measurement the distance from the source depends on

_the particular speclflcatlca as do the details of the setup. At low

frequencies loops and rods are used; at higher frequencies dipoles and

horns are used, as discussed in 6.2.2. Since the field, as pointed out
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before, depends on location it is common to find the requirement that

the test s_mple be turned until the point of maximum emission is found.
%

6.4 s_ T_

The objective of the component tests is to insure that the overall

system in which the component is connected will not malfunction due to

interference. Proper operation in a component test is however no absolute

guarantee of proper operation of the system. An overall shake-down test

is therefore advisable. Generallzatic_s concerning systems tests .are

not too helpful and it will only be said here that the test should

adequately simulate the normal operating conditions. Specifics concerning

the system tests must be tailored to the system under study.

7.0 SITE SELECTION

The factors influencing site selection for ground stations are

here discussed in brief. The material herein presented was assembled as

part of an interference study program which was reported in Reference 42

(Section 2).

7.1 FACTORS IMF!_NCING THE SELECTION OF A GROUND STATION SITE

The selection of an optimum site for a ground station is

bound by a number of constraints. These may be generally grouped into the

following categories: (a) geographical region, (b) local topography and

soll conditions, and (c) RF environment.

In order to ensure that communications between satellite and

ground are the most reliable possible, it is essential to establish a

ground station in "quiet" areas where the level of local ambient RF noise

is as low as possible and where there are not nearby ground or airborne

transmitters operating on the same or adjacent frequencies.
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Operational requirements will largely dictate the selection

oi' the geol3raphical region, in which the station i_ to be located. The

topography criteria, outlined in the second category, will be briefly

discussed in the following sub-section. However, most of this section

is devoted to a detailed consideration of the RF environment criteria

outlined in the last category.

7.2 LOCAL TOPOGRAPHY

For very sensitive receiving systems, the most suitable topography

for a Data Acquisition Facility site is actually a very shallow "hollow",

composed of a relatively flat plain and completely surrounded by distant

hills. The hills will effectively shield the site from unwanted RF signals

and noise being propagated along the ground. Unfortunately, these hills

will slightly reduce the effective hemispheric coverage of the antennas.

However, it is usually not possible to obtain much data from a satellite

when it is positioned right on the horizon, owing to the large increase in

antenna noise temperature which results when the receiving antenna is

pointing at the horizon. Consequently, very little data will be reall_.

lost if only a fraction of the full 180° coverage is obstructed by the

surrounding hills. This shielding should not exceed about lO° above

the horizontal. This, then dictates the allowable height for the

surrounding hills, depending in turn on their distance from the proposed

a site;

FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE THE RF ENVIRONMENT OF A SITE

These factors may be briefly summarized as follows :

(a) natural and man-made ambient noise background at



(b) proximity of fixed and mobile transmitters operating

on the same frequency or adjacent frequencies as the satellite to ground

communi cat ions;

(c) propagation characteristics of the area in which the

site is to be located. This includes tl_ soll conductivity of the region,

the roughness of the terrain, and the vegetation of the terrain;

(d) the natural shielding which a site possesses (already

discussed in 7.2).

Many o_ the above are obviously closely interrelated. For

example, the ambient noise level will be closely dependent on the natural

shielding of a site and also, to a certain extent, on the propagation

conditions of the region. The above factors will now be considered in

detail.

7.3.1 Natural and Man-Made Ambient Noise Levels

At VHF/UHF frequencies, man-made nols% generally represents by

far the largest part of the overall background noise level at any particular

site. Noise from natural sources is entirely of extra-terrestrlal origin

and is relatively insignificant. Figure 7-1 shows the relative noise levels

from different sources which can be expected when using a half-wave dipole

as the sensor.

7.3.2 Man-Made Noise

In a recent paper, Skomal (Reference _9) presents available

data on the background noise level which is of man-made origin. Most of

the sources of man-made noise are naturally concentrated in urban centers

of population, especially those which are heavily industrialized. Such
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sources include automobile ignition systems, corona dlscharge from power

linem_ fluorescent lights, switching systems, motors, rectifiers, arc

welders, etc. Figure 7-1 presents Skomal's data for the noise background

in a typical city, and at points approximately lO miles and 25 miles

from the city center. These data were also obtained using a half-wave

dipole. It will be noted that the noise levels within a lO tulle radius

of the center are prohibitively high, thus making it undesirable to locate

a sensitive receiving system within or very close to a city. Figure 7-2

shows the average fall-off of the noise levels with distance from _the

urban center.

Various authors have attempted to correlate the level of mann

made noise existing in an urban environment with the population of the town

or city. However, it has not been possible to obtain meaningful correlations

owing to the general lack of sufficient data. Skomal has concluded that

the data shown in Figs. 7-1 and 7-2 is applicable to any town or city with a

population of 50,000 or greater. Based upon experimental evidence Skomal

furthermore concludes that the major source of man-made noise at VHF-UHF

frequencies is automotive ignition interference.

Automobiles are, of course, not confined to urban areas, so

that low background levels of ignition noise can be expected in rural areas.

Generally, these levels will be too low to be even detectable. However,

ground stations should be located a_ay from major highways to ensure that

the receiving systems are not disturbed by ignition noise. This will be

especially true of the DAF sites which utilize the more directional antennas.

Since there are obvious practical and economic advantages to

locating a site in close proximity to towns or cities, the question which
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now remains is how close to a town can such a site be located and still

continue to operate without interferencs_ From the data alread_ presented

in this section, it may be safely concluded that st_tlons of the Minitrack

type can be located as close as 30 to 35 miles of a town of 50,000

population or greater. A site which effectively shields the receiving

system from the urban noise, could actually be chosen even closer to the

town. Sites for the Data Acquisition Facilities, which use the more

sensitive receivers and more directional antennas, should be located

further a'_By to ellmir_te the possibility of serious interference when

the antenna is pointing directly at the town; a distance of approximately

50-60 miles should be a good compromise. This distance will be modified

by the height of the antenna above ground and the irregularity of the

terrain.

7.3.3 Fixed and Mobile Transmitters 0perati on the Same or Adjacent
'- "f:..Frequencies , r_

,.

In recent years', certain frequency bands have been allocated

by the International Telecommunications Union for the transmission of

telemetry data from scientific satellites. Those frequency bands, which

.
are presently of concern in ground station operations, are as follows:

(a) 136-138 MHz

(b) 400.04-402 MHz

(c) 17OO-1710 MHz.

,,, , , _

*
Other frequencies are being used by NASA for such purposes as

co_nunicatlon satellite down-links and down-links from deep space probes.

However, such space craft are ordinarily not associated with the STAB_N

system and will therefore not be considered _n this study.
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Although the exclusive allocation of the above frequency bands

to the space telemetry service has been realized within the United States,

this is not the case throughout the rest of the world. In manynations

hi" the world, +_o above frequency bands are, in ^_ shared by both

the space service and the fixed and mobile servlceo (or other services).
l

Consequently, low power transmitters continue to operate in these bands.

The location of sites in close proximity to any of these legally operated

transmitters, should be avoided.

The fact that the fixed and mobile services continue to operate

in frequency bands adjacent to the three space research bands has also

created the possibility of adjacent channel interference to ground station

operations. A serious problem already exists in the United States due to

adjacent channel interference from the aeronautical mobile service which

operates at frequencies immediately below 136 MHz. Some sites are

particularly susceptbile to interference from airborne transmitters, owing

to the lack of path attenuation between transmitter and site. This problem

is discussed further in Section 7.3.3.3.

7.3.3.1 I.T.U. Radio Re6ulatlons

The first provisional allocations of certain bands of the radio

spectrum to the space telemetry service were made at the Administrative

Radio Conference held at Geneva in 1959. These allocations were later

confirmed and expanded at the E_traordinary Administrative Radio Conference

(EARC) held at Geneva in October, 1963. The revised radio regulations,

which were agreed to at the EARC, were put into effect in the United States

on January i, 1965.
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The details of the three space research allocations which were

made at the EARC, as well as the existing allocations in the adjacent bands

above and below the three bands, are given in an appendix to this section.

(Reference 52).

7.3.3.2 Distribution of Fixed Transmitters T_ou6hout the World

In order to determine suitable sites on a world-wide basis, it

is advisable to try to determine beforehand some of the locations of the

fixed low power transmitters that are being legally operated throughout

the world in the space research bands and adjacent bands. If these

locations are known, then the surrounding areas can be avoided during

the preliminary site selection process.

Figures 7-3 to 7-8 are maps showing thelocatlons of some of

these fixed transmitters throughout the world. These locations and the

data concerning the transmitters, have been obtained from the International

Frequency List, ccmpiled by the International Frequency Registration

Board "in Geneva (Reference 7) (note that these listings cannot be considered

as complete). In the six maps which have been prepared, the so-called

"ae_mautical stations" or "aircraft stations," which are used for ground

co_nunlcations with aircraft, have been separated from the remaining

fixed transmitters that are employed for communications with other fixed

land statloms or with mobile land or ship stations. The av_atlon service

transmitters are represented by a cross (x) on the maps while the other

transmitters are marked by dots. Interference is likely to be created,

not so much by the ground transmitter itself, but by aircraft which are

likely to be flying in the surrounding areas and which will be in radio

communication with that ground station. Therefore, sites should be located,
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in general, as far away from the aeronautical ground stations as possible.

The proximity of a site to the other fixed transmitters will depend on

the power being radiated and on whether the transmitter is operating on

a frequency as sIgr_ent "'"__ _- _ _._L_ one of the ÷_^_ space research _nds or on

an adjacent frequency assignment. It will also depend on the type of

terrain which exists in the region where the transmitter is located.

The data obtained from the Frequency Lists only provides an

approximate picture of the overall RF environment as it exists throughout

th_ _world today. More detailed information on any particular region of

the world can be obtained by ccatacttng the telecommunications administration

responsible for frequency assignments within the country of interest.

Within the United States, the agencies responsible for telecommunication

matters are the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) and the Inter-

departmental Radio Advisory Committee (IRAC).

7.3.3.3 Airborne Transmitters in the United States

Of the many potential sources of interference to station

operations considered so far (natural and man-made noise, fixed transmitters,

mobile transmitters, etc. ) the most serious threat comes from airborne

transmitters.

The lack of sufficient path attenuation between the airborne

transmitter and the site represents the chief cause of this interference

problem, owing to the consequent high power levels arriving at the site.

The expression for the power received at a 1S6 MHz telemetry receiver

input is given by

pk2 G
P = " (7.3-1)
r 8_ 2 16002 _ watts
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where P = the output of the airborne transmitter in watts

k = the wavelength in meters

G = receiving _ntenna power gain (above isotr6plc)

R = distance in miles between transmitter and site.

This expression has been plotted as a function of distance in Fig. 7-9 for

an aircraft transmitter operating in the range of 135.0 MHz to 135.95 MHz

with a 25-watt output, and an antenna gain of 3 db (hemispheric coverage).

Curves for three different values of G, the receiving antenna gain,

corresponding to three of the different types of receiving antennas used

at ST_ sites, are shown.

It can be seen from Fig. 7-9 that the power levels received

from aircraft transmitters are prohibitively high. The signal level

received from an aircraft lO0 miles away may be as much as 60 db greater

than the corresponding level being received from a satellite, so that the

aircraft signal will, very likely, completely destroy the data arriving

from the satellite. Even if this aircraft is flying in a region outside

the main lobe of the STADAN receiving antenna, there will still be sufficient

unwanted energy entering through the antenna side lobes or back lobes to

exceed, by 30-40 db, the level of the satellite slg_l.

Whether or not interference is actually created depends on a

number of factors, including the general air traffic density in the area,

the height at which these aircraft fly, and the amount of time these

aircraft are in commnnlcation with the ground. From Fig. 7-9 it is

evident that an aircraft flying at _0,000 ft. will be "visible" to the

ground station from as far a_ay as 250 miles, assuming smooth earth

conditions. This distance obviously depends also on the height of the
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STADA_ receiving antennas above ground; an aircraft will be "visible" to

the 8_ ft. _rabollc dish anterAn&j frcm_ much farther a_m_y than it will

be to the Minitrack array, since the dish antenna is mounted about i00 ft.

above the ground. Cansequently, the higher an aircraft is flying, the

greater is the probability of interference. Also, we see that the Data

Acquisition Facilities, which employ the directional dish antennas, are

more susceptible to aircraft interference than are the Minitrack stations.

The Rosman, N.C., and Blossom Point, M_. STADAN sites have experienced

more aircraft interference since +_o,,....j are located in regions which contain

a very high air traffic density. This situation is well illustrated by

Fig. 7-10 (Reference 55) which represents a map of the air traffic density

which existed in the peak or busiest day of the fiscal year 1964. This

map gives the traffic flow for aircraft which were flying under "Instrument

Flight Rules" (IFR). A considerable number of aircraft (mostly private

and business planes) are usually also in the air at any time, operating

under "Visual Flight Rules" (VFR). These apparently were not included in

the survey for which Fig. 7-10 applies.

7.o._ ,_ •__t Aon

At the frequencies presently used in the STADAN system, the

ground or surface wave which predominates at th_ lower frequencies is

rapidly attenuated, so that.propagatlon is restricted to the "space-wave"

consisting of a direct wave and a ground reflected wave. For relatively

short distances between the transmitting and receiving antennas (20 miles

or less), "line-of-slght" conditions are said to exist and, to a good

approximation, the earth may be considered to be flat. In this region,

the direct wave and reflected wave create interference effects, so that

11,5
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the resulting change of field strength with distance contains mar_r deep

nulls, assuming a perfectly smooth reflecttn8 earth (see Ftg. 7=iX). In

practice, the earth has a rough surface and is not a perfect conductor.

Consequently, the ground reflected wave is both attenuated and altered

in phase relative to the wave reflected from the smooth earth. The

/

curve of Fig. 7-11 (Reference 59) will therefore be modified to that shown

by the dotted curve for actual rough earth conditions. The form of both

curves in Fig. 7-11 is dependent on the height of the transmitting and

receiving antennas and on the frequency used; increasing these parameters

will greatly increase the number of nulls.

For distances beyond the l_ne-of-slght region, refraction and

diffraction effects become very significant. The earth's curvature must

now be considered and in order to account for the change in refractive

index of the earth's atmosphere with height, an effective earth's radius

equal to 4/3 times the true earth's radius is generally used in propagation

calculations. The first theory developed for wave behaviour in this

region was the Sommerfeld "smooth earth theory," which computed the average

bending of a wave over a perfectly smooth and perfectly conductlr_ eart,h.

However, experimental data, accumulated over many years, did not agree

with the theoretical predictions of the smooth earth theory; signal strengths

were found, in practice, to be considerably greater than those predicted

in theory. The increase in signal strength is largely due to two effects:

a) diffraction of the wave, caused by surface irregularities and b)

scattering of energy in the troposphere.

Diffraction of a wave by a rough surface is difficult to

evaluate theoretlcall_ since it depends very much on the type of terrain
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being considered, including its roughness and its conductivity. Some

work has been done on knife edge diffraction and the results of this
g :'

are occasionally applicable in the case where a single large mountain

or hill happens to be located between transmitting and receiving antenna.

However, this is not commonly found in practice.

The scattering of energy which takes place in the troposphere

(that part of the earth's atmosphere closest to the earth's surface) is

thought to be due to sm ll discontinuities in refractive index which exist

in the tropohphere. The amount of energy scattered depends largely on

the meteorological conditions existing, the time of day, the season of

the year, and the latitude on the earth's surface at which scattering

occurs. There is therefore a very wide variation in the energy scattered

by the troposphere from hour-to-hour.

Figure 7-12 (Reference 60) shows the change of both theoretical

and measured field intensities with distance at a frequency of about

50 MHz. The curve for the measured data represents an average curve,

since In practice, the experimental data varies over wide limits. It

can be seen that the measured curve falls roughly in between the smooth

earth curve and that predicted for knife edge diffraction. The experimental

curve probably falls close to that which can be predicted by rough

surface diffraction theory.

7.4 APPENDIX

PARTIAL REVISION OF THE RADIO REGULATIONS, G_NEVA, 1959, ADOPTED BY THE

EXTRAORDINARY ADMINISTRATIVE RADIO CONFERENCE CONVENED IN G_EVA, Oct. 63

Notes

1. The data in this appendix applies only to the frequency bands which

have been allocated to the space research service. The adjacent band
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allocations are also included.

2. The allocations made, differ according to the different parts of

the world. For purposes of frequency allocations, the ITU has divided

the world up into three different regions.

3. Services, the names Of which are printed in capital letters (e.g.,

FIXED), represent "primary" services. If only one primary service is

allocated to a particular frequency band, then that allocation is an

exclusive one. If more than one prln_ry service has been allocat_d to

a particular band, then the band is shared by these services.

4. Permitted and primary services have equal rights, except that in the

preparation of frequency plans, the primary service shall have prior

choice of frequencies over the permitted service.

5. Secondary service stations shall not cause harmful interference to

primary or permitted service stations which are already operating on

assigned frequencies. Furthermore, they cannot claim protection from

harmful interference from primary or permitted service stations.
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Ro_ion I

Western Europe, Middle-

F_%st_ North and East
Africa: AERONAUTICAL

MOBILE

Hestern_ Central a and
Southern Africa:

FIXED, MOBILE

132-136 MHz

Reglon 2

FD(ED, MOBILE (AERO._,
MOBILE is exclusive to

the U.S.A._

Region 3

iAll countries (except

Australia and New Zealand):

(Eventually to be exclu-

sively allocated to AERO..

MOBILE) F_ED, MOBILE

Australia and New Zealand:
AERO.MOBILE

The application of space communication techni%ues for use in the

Aero.Mobile service is permitted in this band. This is to be limited

to satellite relay stations belonging to th@ A_ro.Mobtle service.

' 136-137 MHz -,

.°

Region 1

FIX_, MOBILE, SPACE
RESEARCH (Telemetry

and Tracking)

Region 2

SPACE RESEARCH This

band also allocated

to FIXED, MOIKLE until

1 Jan. 1969 (indefinite

Region

FDG_, MOBILE, SPACE
RESEARCH

Norwayj Switzerland_

Turkey: This band
also allocated to

Fixed, Mobile (excl.

Aviation) until i Jan,
i%9.

U.S.S.R. Bloc a Algeria,

Morrocco a U.R.R._
Lebanon: This band

also allocated to Aero

Mobile indefinitely.

All other countries in

Western Europe, Middle

_East, North and East
Africa: _Is band also

137-138 MHz

SPACE RESEARCH (Tracking and Telemetry)

SPACE, OPERATIONAL (Tracking and Telemetry)
_TEOROID GICAL- SATELLITE

This band also allocated

to FIXED, MOBILE until

1 Jan. 1969 (indefinite

This band also allocated

to FIXED, MOBILE until

i Jan. 1969 (indefinite

In _layasia, Pakistan,

and Phillippines)

Australia: This band also

allocated to _0ADCASTING



allocated to Aero

Mobile service unti l

I Jan 1969.

Central and Western:
!

Africa: This band
i

also allocated to

FIXED, MOBILE indef- I

Inlte_.

Re6ion 1

Austria_ Dcnmark_ ,::

Greece 2 Netherlands_
Norway, Portugal,

Sweden a Switzerlandl
Turkey, U.K., and

Western Germany: This
band will be allocated

in the future to the i?

Fixed and Mobile (exclu-

ding Aeronautical)
service.

Western a Central a and

South Africa. FIXED_
MOBILE

AERONAUTICAL MOBILE

aml i

138-Ih3.6 ME_

Region 2.

FIXED, MOK[LE
Permitted Service:

Radlolocation

(In the U.S.A., this

band is reserved

for govex_ment use) "

Region 3
All countries (except

New Zealand) FIXED_
MOBILE

New Zealand,i AERO.
MOBILE

Australia: This band also
i

allocated to TV Broad-

caating

Taiwan: This 1_nd also

allocated to Radiolocation

I



335.4-399.9 mI7

Pea,ton _q

j (F_, MOBILE
IReserved for government

use in the U.S.A.) J

399.9-boo. oStaz

PADIONAVI CAT ION -SAT ELLIT_

Stations operatin6 in the Fixed and. Mobile Services ,my .continue to •

operate in this band until 1 Jan, 19691 except for the following Countries

where the band is shared with the Fixed and Mobile Service indefinitely,

Bulgaria, Greece, Cuba Iran s Ku_ait

Hungaryj Lebanon,

Morrocco, U.A.Ro _.
Yt_oslavia.

_00.os-_oz taIz

Region i Region 2 ' Region 3

METEOROLOGICAL AIDS

" ME_EOROmGICAL-SATELLITE(_intenance Tele!etbTgn_)
SPACE _(Telemeter_'and Tracking

U.S.S.R. bloc_ Greece_
U.A.R. : This band also

allocated indefinitely
%0 Fixed and Mobile

Service

U.K. :. Th_s band also
allocated on a sec_d-

• ary basis to Radio-

location

401-_0e MHz

Region 1 Region 2 Region

Secondary Services:

• U.S.S.R. bloc, Greece,

No_2.__y,Sweden, S_rltz-
erl_d, Turkey: This

METEOROLOGICAL AIDS

SPACE (TelemeterIDg and Tracklr_)
Fixed "
Mobile (ex@ludinsAviatinn)

.]Iran: This band also

• [_l'i-o_ated on a primar7

!



band also allocated

on a primary baQAu tO ,'
Fixed and Mobilo (excl.

Aviation) service.

France: Meteorological

Aids is the on__

primary allocation.

U.K.: Secondary
a-_ationtoRadio-
location

(excl. Aviation) service.

Australia: The Space
Service" o_rates in this

band on a secondary basis

only.

hff2-_06 MHz

METEOROLOGICALAIDS

Secondary Services: Fixed
Mobile (excludi_ Aviation)

All of the expeptions listed in the band _01-_0_ _z aiso apply in this

band (omit Australia).

I I I i ii I i
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. 1690-17OO MHz

Realon 2

MET_0ROLOGICAL AIDS

MET_DRO LOGICAL- SAT ELLITE

Secondary Service :
Fixed

Mobile (excl. Aviation!

U.s.S.R. bloc_ Algeria,

lebanon_ Morrocco a U.
U.A.R. : This band is

also allocated on a

primary basis to the

Fixed and Mobile (excl,

Aviation) service,

Austria; Finland:
Meteorologidal-Aids AS

the _ priu_r_
allocation.

Cuba: Primary
a11oc'--'-'ationalso to

Fixed and Mobile (exoi.

Aviation) service.

IPakistan, Kuwait :

'Primary allocation als0

to Fixed and Mobile (exclo

. Aviation) service.

Australia,• Indonesia t
New Zealand: Secondary

_!!ocation to Fixed and

Mobile (excl, Aviatim_)

S_'z'Yi@e •

FIXED

SPACE P_FA_H

(Telemetering and

TracEing)

Secondary, Service:
Mobile

17oo-1710 MHz

SPACE RESEARCH

(Telemetering an

Trackin6)

Cuba: Primary
allocation also to
Fixed and Mobile
Service.

Region 3

FIXED

MgBILE

SPACE RESEA_H

'(Telemetering and ,.

• FIXED

Seconda.r_ Service :
Mobile

S_itzerland:- Primary
allocation to both

Fixed and Mobile (excl.

Aviation) services.

1710-1770 MHz

Region 2

FIXED, MDBILE
(Allocated for govern-

ment use in the U.S.A. )

FIXED

Region 3
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